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Abstract

The machine learning paradigm of reinforcement learning has become in-
creasingly popular in recent years. It has been proven as a capable learn-
ing method by achieving feats like learning how to play Atari games and
beating the world champion at GO. Also robot applications have recently
been implemented in a real-world environment learning complex control
from low-dimensional features. This complex control which emerges from
complex controllers learned by reinforcement learning is much more un-
constrained than traditional controllers with few parameters. Evolutionary
algorithms have also been tested for many of the same problems that re-
inforcement learning algorithms have been tested for. Subsequently, rein-
forcement learning and evolutionary algorithms have been the subject of
comparison studies.

This thesis investigates if it is possible to teach the quadrupedal robotic
system of DyRET various control tasks using the learning paradigm of re-
inforcement learning. An approach on how to learn control tasks using
DyRET in the simulator gazebo is implemented. This includes the design
and implementation of a reinforcement learning environment which com-
municates with the simulator as well as any algorithm to be tested. An ap-
proach on using evolutionary algorithms to learn using the reinforcement
learning environment is also presented. Three control tasks are designed to
have various complexity to explore the properties of the chosen reinforce-
ment learning algorithms. The designed control tasks include generating
forward velocity, balancing, and generating forward velocity while staying
above a given height threshold. Various reinforcement learning algorithms,
as well as evolutionary algorithms, are tested and analyzed for the above-
mentioned control tasks in simulation.

DyRET is successfully able to learn the control tasks using the designed
reinforcement learning environment. Subsequently, a reflection on how
realistic the policies learned is presented. Some reflections on how to make
a reinforcement learning environment using low-dimensional features
feasible in a real-world environment are also presented. An overview of the
main differences of reinforcement learning and evolutionary algorithms as
a result of reviewing previous research is also presented.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Both the development of machine learning tools and robotics have
improved significantly in recent years. Specifically, reinforcement learning
(RL) as a prediction and learning tool has experienced increased popularity.
In 2013 the first deep learning model was able to successfully learn control
policies directly from high-dimensional sensory input using reinforcement
learning [24]. Two years later in 2015 new records for the classic Atari
games were beaten. A new paper surpassed all the previous algorithms
and achieved a level comparable to professional players using Deep-Q
network [23], a deep neural network trained using reinforcement learning.
It was able to achieve above human performance in several of the Atari
games tested, using the same algorithm and getting only raw pixel values
as input.

Beating the world champion of the game GO [42] also helped spike
interest in the reinforcement learning domain of machine learning. Because
of the enormous search space in this game, it was thought to take more
time until a machine could beat a professional player. The algorithm
is comprised partly by supervised learning and partly by reinforcement
learning. As recently as October 2017, a new version of the AlphaGO was
published by a renown research lab. The algorithm was named AlphaGO
Zero [43], giving a hint to the way it was implemented. This new algorithm
dismisses the expert learning examples from professional human players
which the original AlphaGO algorithm depended on and used unitedly
with RL. AlphaGO Zero uses only RL with self-play, beating the previous
version with a 100-0 winning rate. These papers which largely have
popularized RL testifies that reinforcement learning methods can interpret
and learn through long sequences of interaction with an environment.
Furthermore, the research also shows that the methods used can interpret
very high-dimensional input, and thus may make such learning methods
fit for robotic control problems.

Evolutionary algorithms (EA) has also been proven to be efficient and
has been the traditional way of solving complex optimization problems.
EA is known to use core principles from evolution and nature for
producing viable solutions. In addition to discrete problems it is a
popular way of evolving solutions in the robotic domain like optimizing
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control for robotic systems, often learning directly on a robot. In
conjunction with robotics evolutionary computation has been used both
to optimize behavior and morphology. A well-known paper showcasing
the possibilities of the evolutionary robotics field showed the unlimited
space of different morphologies and behaviors arising through a simulation
of a natural selection process [44]. Another paper [20] also automatically
generating morphologies based on the individual locomotive ability,
automatically constructed the individuals produced by the EA. The
physical simulation is through a system coupled with the automatic
fabrication of the bred robotic systems.

Both reinforcement learning and evolutionary algorithms have previ-
ously been used in conjunction with real robots to optimize parameters
controlling simple movements. These simple controllers are often limited
to few parameters thus making the movements of the robot quite con-
strained. Reinforcement learning has in previous research been able to
solve complex continuous control problem in simulation [7]. Recently com-
plex continuous control has also been realized using stationary robots [30,
18]. Reinforcement learning in applications is becoming less and less con-
strained, which may be because of its scalability as a learning framework.
As opposed to supervised learning, RL retrieves all learning examples itself
and does not have to be supplied with labeled data. It merely builds up
experience through interacting with an environment, and after designing
the problem, no interaction from the researcher is needed. This is how RL
can be used to understand and solve very complex problems.

With the new rise in popularity of complex problem solving with RL
in mind, this thesis conducts experiments in simulation to see how viable
such models can be when trying to control a quadrupedal robot. This
quadrupedal robot has been used in previous research to optimize speed
and stability using evolutionary algorithms on a simple controller [29].
Experiments will be conducted to test various algorithms to see if this
robot can learn using the reinforcement learning paradigm. Evolutionary
algorithms will also be tested to learn robotic control on the robot DyRET.

1.1 Motivation

Both of these learning frameworks, respectively reinforcement learning,
and evolutionary algorithms has shown success in learning robot control.
However, they have mostly been utilized to learn rigid control structures
or simple controllers with few parameters. As a result the movements and
adaptability the given robotic system is quite constrained. It would be
interesting to see if the robot DyRET [29] used in previous research can
learn using the learning paradigm of reinforcement learning in conjunction
with a sophisticated controller like an artificial neural network. Also
adding evolutionary algorithms to try and learn complex control will
present an alternative and a perspective to the reinforcement learning
method. It would be interesting to see how the respective learning methods
compare and if one of them is superior to the other. Both of them may
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have some advantage over the other making each of them fit for separate
domains or particular situations of a certain complexity.

Designing a robotic controller manually is both time consuming and
costly. At the prototyping stage, human engineers have to alter the
controller for every small change in the robot when being developed. Also,
expert knowledge is needed to create a working controller. To automate
this development of solutions for controller problems in the continuous
domain of robotics, may make difficult problems easier to implement at a
reasonable cost. Automation of such automatic controllers may also find
new and smart solutions to already existing problems. Contributing to
this field of automatically solving control problems without the need of
a human engineer may make this thesis valuable for future research.

There has been a considerable amount on research regarding reinforce-
ment learning in the continuous domain lately, both in the form of new
algorithms [39, 38, 19], as well as different domains where it is utilized.
EAs, on the other hand, has traditionally been the solution for complex op-
timization problems. This increase in popularity in RL domain also affects
EA research in the form of comparison between the two machine learning
tools [10, 55, 47, 36]. Previous EA research has been revisited and tried
applied to RL problems successfully. These scientific papers show that spe-
cific algorithms from the subtopics of EA remain strong contenders to the
RL paradigm on complex optimization problems.

1.2 Research questions

RL has had remarkable success in solving high-dimensional problems in
the continuous domain. It would be interesting to see if RL can be used
to solve problems on a robotic system like DyRET which was constructed
in context with another project [29]. This robotic system can serve as a test
object to investigate if the RL paradigm can solve complex control problems
on DyRET. Furthermore, if RL can solve problems on the robotic system of
DyRET, EA may also be tested on this particular robotic system to see how
this method compares to the RL approach. Additionally, we may observe
that one of the two learning methods hold advantages over the other, which
may be dependent on the complexity of the task to be learned. It would be
interesting to compare these two emerging methods to be able to present an
overview of the recent advancement within each topic, and also to observe
which properties each method hold.

To complete an RL implementation and using this with DyRET an
environment which fulfills the RL paradigm needs to be constructed. This
implementation may produce an environment for which future research
regarding DyRET and reinforcement learning may rely upon or draw
inspiration.

The scientific questions to be investigated are the following:

Is it possible to perform task learning using reinforcement learning on
the robotic system DyRET? By constructing a reinforcement learning
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environment it will be possible to test DyRET in an RL setting, and
investigate if, and if so how well the robot can learn using RL. The
results may also indicate as to how realistic the performance produced is,
and if it would be possible to perform the learned control model on the
real robot. Furthermore, the thesis may investigate which reinforcement
learning algorithm which is the best method for learning DyRET control
tasks.

Is it possible to perform task learning using evolutionary algorithms in
a reinforcement learning environment on the robotic system DyRET?
Evolutionary algorithms may use the same environment as RL when
performing task learning on DyRET. This presents the possibility of being
able to implement and complete task learning on the robot using EA. An
alternative learning method may present a perspective of how suitable each
method of learning is to learn robotic control on the robot DyRET. The best
evolutionary algorithm approach may also be investigated.

How does the reinforcement learning approach compare to the evolution-
ary algorithm approach on task learning? Furthermore, how do various
levels of complexity of the control tasks affect this? If DyRET can learn
tasks by utilizing both machine learning tools of RL and EA, it may be pos-
sible to compare the two approaches. Using two approaches may present
the opportunity to investigate which is the best approach and if this de-
pends on the complexity of the task. Results may present new knowledge
or confirm already existing knowledge of how the two optimization tech-
niques compare on problems of varying complexity.

It seems that the design of robot controllers are moving towards an
approach where there exist fewer constraints. Designing robotic control for
DyRET with few constraints will help enlighten how viable this approach is
and additionally enable exploration of eventual boundaries this approach
may involve. For example how realistic policies generated in a simulation
are, and furthermore how it can be possible to combat this problem. The
learning that will be conducted on DyRET will mainly be completed in
simulation, but the implementation will be done in such a manner that it
should not be too difficult to either test or perform learning on DyRET in a
real environment.

1.3 Contributions

This section describes the contributions as a result of completing this thesis.

A DyRET reinforcement learning environment is designed and imple-
mented. In conjunction with completing experiments using reinforce-
ment learning algorithms and evolutionary algorithms, a reinforcement
learning environment was constructed. This environment can serve as an
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inspiration or a basis for eventual future work in conjunction with rein-
forcement learning and robotics.

An approach as to how to learn DyRET control tasks using the reinforce-
ment learning paradigm is presented. DyRET was able to in varying de-
grees learn control policies using reinforcement learning. State representation
was manually designed, and respective reward signals were constructed
for each specific task. This approach also includes a small overview of al-
gorithms suitable and less suitable to perform reinforcement learning on
DyRET.

An overview of recent research regarding comparisons between evolu-
tionary algorithms and reinforcement learning is presented. An invest-
igation into which learning method is the most suitable to perform learn-
ing of complex control on DyRET is completed. This enables an overview
of previous research regarding a comparison of the reinforcement learn-
ing and evolutionary algorithms paradigm to be presented. This previous
research presents pros and cons in each respective method of learning.

1.4 Structure of Thesis

• Background - This chapter should give an overview of the necessary
material for understanding concepts applied or discussed in this
thesis. Central topics presented are robotics, reinforcement learning
and evolutionary algorithms. A brief overview of prior research using
the two learning methods to learn robot control is also included.

• Control policy and RL environment design - This chapter will
present necessary information to be aware of before starting imple-
mentation. It will present algorithms to be used from both frame-
works of learning, based on prior research. Included in the chapter
will also be a discussion about how to design an RL environment to
work in conjunction with DyRET. Specific control tasks to be learned
will also be presented.

• Implementation - The implementation chapter will give an overview
of everything included in the implementation process. Also included
is how the environment was designed and how communication with
algorithms and DyRET function.

• Experiments and results - The results chapter presents the perform-
ance of the various algorithms chosen to be tried to learn the chosen
control tasks.

• Discussion/Conclusion - The discussion will seek to investigate
why the results reported are the way they are. Also how realistic
the resulting policies that are learned are will be reflected upon.
Inherent differences between the two learning frameworks will also
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be discussed, which advantages as well as disadvantages each
method holds.

• Conclusion and future work - Conclusion will present the summary
of the findings, and the final result of the investigated research
questions. The chapter will also contain a discussion concerning
future work as a result of the results of this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Background

To understand how the research questions can be realized, elemental
knowledge of the various topics involved will be presented. The topics
communicated will include the fields of study which the research questions
concerns. The main topics presented includes robotics, reinforcement learning
and evolutionary algorithms. These fields of study will be presented
in a varying degree of details which may indicate the importance of
understanding the specific field.

2.1 Machine Learning

Machine learning (ML) is a subtopic of the broad term artificial intelligence
and has many subtopics itself. ML can be described as an extensive col-
lection of prediction tools for various purposes, that learn to discriminate
data without being explicitly programmed. What we wish from machine
learning tools is to give us precise but generalized predictions or behavior
concerning the data presented to it.

Broadly, ML can be divided into three main schemes:

• Supervised Learning

• Unsupervised Learning

• Reinforcement Learning (RL)

2.1.1 Supervised Learning

Supervised learning is characterized by problems which learn by being
told what the correct answer is. Typically a problem where the chosen
model is optimized by predicting labels of given data samples and after
the prediction is given the correct answer. The given supervised algorithm
then calculates how far from the correct answer it was and tries to correct
its prediction model. Image recognition models are often trained in this
fashion when trained to classify certain objects in images.
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2.1.2 Unsupervised Learning

In unsupervised learning, the chosen model tries to find similarities among
data points describing the data objects to be discriminated. This is
often achieved by grouping similar data in clusters. Subsequently, data
belonging to the same cluster is classified as the same type of object/data.
An example of an unsupervised learning problem may be to cluster words
that are similar, i.e. words that are used in similar settings or the same
sentences. It is possible to cluster all types of data which has features
enabling the data to be discriminated.

2.1.3 Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning (RL) methods can be seen as a form of supervised
learning but can be described as a distinctive way of learning because it is
not directly given the answer and has to itself figure out how to improve
its predictions through trial and error. The model is given a signal of
how good a prediction is, but not given the definite answer on how to
improve. RL is often completed in dynamic environments where an agent
has to adapt to a changing environment. For example, an autonomous car
learning how to drive without hitting anything needs to be able to adapt
to an ever-changing environment of different situations. Game playing is a
very typical problem to solve with this learning method. It is often difficult
to construct a simple model for problems solved with RL, like for example
playing Atari games.

2.1.4 Artificial Neural Networks

Inspired from how the brain works artificial neural networks (ANNs) can be
used as function approximators for discriminating individual data points
and can be extended to approximate a set of sequential data such as video
frames. Furthermore ANNs are often used together with the mentioned
machine learning techniques; supervised learning, unsupervised learning and
reinforcement learning. ANNs are used to approximate the data trying to be
learned through any of these learning techniques.

An artificial neural network consists of a network of nodes which is
partitioned into a variety of different layers. The input layer represents
the data to approximate, and each of these input nodes in the input layer
is connected to all the nodes in the next layer which is called a hidden
layer. In the hidden layer, weights are connected to all connections between
nodes and these weights adjust during learning to learn a function and
classify the incoming data points. The last layer is called the output layer,
which is where the neural network outputs predictions of the given data
points coming from the input layer of the network. After each layer, the
weights are often multiplied by a non-linear function called an activation
function. The activation function defines the output of the weight matrix of
a particular layer of nodes in the network propagated through a non-linear
decision boundary. A classical ANN structure is shown in figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: A typical artificial neural network structure. The W1 and W2
indicates the weights.

2.2 Reinforcement Learning

2.2.1 Basics

Reinforcement learning (RL) is a subtopic of machine learning and is a
learning framework inspired by how humans learn; by trial and error. An
agent’s task is to solve a problem without being told the answer or how
to solve it. The agent is only guided by a reward metric called a reward
signal. A given agent executes actions in an environment and subsequently
are given rewards which should reflect how good the given action was at
the given point in time.

An RL agent’s task is to maximize the accumulated rewards returned
from an environment to the agent. The RL agent can start knowing
nothing about the environment it is in, and usually starts by learning
how the environment responds to the agent’s actions. The response of
the environment is in terms of negative and positive scalar rewards. As
the agent starts to get a reasonable understanding of the environment it is
located in, the agent should start to be able to acquire better rewards more
frequent.

In the standard RL environment, an agent has one output and two
inputs. (The following bullet points are seen from the agent’s perspective).

• Output At - Action chosen at time step t.

The agent has a set of actions it can perform on the environment. This
may be a binary choice or a larger set of actions, e.g., a character’s
possible moves in a game.

• Input St - Observed state at time step t.

A state is how an agent observes the environment it is acting in.
The state may be the output of a camera, another kind of sensor, or
simply an input vector representing the current state of the agent’s
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surroundings. It might also be the internal state of the agent, e.g.,
angle of joints, velocity, and so on. Each data point of information
make up the total state observed by an agent, each element of
information represents one dimension in the vector that makes up
the entire observation/state at a given time step.

• Input Rt - Observed reward at time step t.

The reward is a way for the agent to get feedback from the
environment it is acting in. If feedback is positive, it is likely that
the agent’s action is desirable to solve the given problem at the
given time step it was executed, so consequently it is rewarded. On
the other hand, if rewards are relatively low, the agent is probably
executing undesirable actions at those particular time steps and
states. Consequently, the updated policy should choose other actions
to execute when revisiting those states.

The standard flow of a reinforcement learning environment is depicted
in figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: The process of a typical reinforcement learning environment
when moving from one time step to the next.

The environment communicates the current state st and reward rt at
time step t to the agent which based on the state selects an action at to
execute. Executing this action brings the environment to the next time step,
and again receives information about both the new state and new reward as
a consequence of the transition from the last time step. The agent receives
this information and again takes the environment a time step further with
the execution of a new action.

The environment in reinforcement learning can be described as a markov
decision process (MDP) [3], which in the general case is expected to be fully
observable to the agent. An MDP consists of the tuple (S ,A,P ,R), which
is the set of available states, actions, transition probability distribution and
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rewards. The MDP models the transition from one time step to the next
using the tuple (S , A, P , R, γ), where P denoted the probability that an
action a in a state s will lead to a next state s′ and γ denotes the discount
factor. R denotes an immediate reward received after transitioning from a
state s to a next state s′. An MDP has the markov property which assumes
that the future is independent of the past given the present. With other
words, what happens next in our environment is only dependent on the
current state and action, not the sequence of states that preceded the
current. This means that an agent may be able to learn which actions
to perform given only a current state, not knowing everything that has
happened prior to the current time step.

The goal for the agent should be to obtain enough knowledge so that the
agent will know the best action to perform in any given state to maximize
accumulated future rewards. This can be represented through a policy
denoted π, which is a distribution over actions given states. If we have
a stochastic policy, the probability of executing an action a thus depends on
the current state.

π(a|s) = P[At = a|St = s] (2.1)
Where π: S ×A→ [0, 1]

Reinforcement learning is the process of learning such a policy π. Given
a state S in an arbitrary time step t an RL algorithm should learn the best
action A to be executed. Actions that result in a good reward should be
made more likely to execute. However, it is not always straightforward
for the agent to understand how good it is to be in a state. Even though
an action does not produce an immediate positive reward, visitation of the
state might be a part of discovering a reward further ahead somewhere in
the state space. Structures which alleviates this problem are called value
functions and enables a policy to estimate ’how good’ a state is.

2.2.2 Value Function Approximation

Traditionally most RL algorithms use and estimate a notion of how good
it is to be in a state. ’How good’ it is to be in a state is measured by the
expected future accumulation of rewards when following a policy π.

When indirectly searching for a policy the objective is to map out the
future value of being in a specific state. This way an agent can maneuver
to states which has a high value in the sense that the future accumulated
reward of being in this specific state is relatively high to that of other states.

In an effort to correctly reflect the value of a state s, RL introduces the
state-value function. The value of being in state s can be described as the
accumulated expected future reward from time step t to the time horizon
T following policy π where rewards r are discounted by a value γ (see
equation 2.2).
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Vπ(st) = E
[ T

∑
t=1

γt−1rt

]
(2.2)

Where t is the specific time step, T is the max time steps (horizon)
in the current episode, and γ is a discount to the reward. The discount
represents the uncertainty between time steps and decoupling regarding
future rewards. Also if T is infinite the discount factor makes the value
function finite. rt is the reward given at time step t.

Similarly to the state-value function the RL literature [25] also introduces
action-value functions. The action-value function is defined in an effort to
reflect the value of taking an action a in state s by following a policy π. This
interaction between the agent and a given environment can be depicted
with the following expression (2.3).

Qπ(st, a) = Eπ

[ ∞

∑
k=0

γkrt+k+1|St = st, At = a
]

(2.3)

(2.4)

Qπ is called the action-value function for a policy π. From obtained
experience it is possible to estimate both value functions V(s) and Q(s, a).
After sufficient exploration and experience with the different actions for
different states, it becomes apparent how value functions can be used to
reach good policies. For discrete action spaces the action-value function
makes it possible just to select the action which returns the maximum
reward, the policy is then defined as the following equation (2.5). Using
this to learn and execute a policy is called Q-learning.

Qπ(s, a)←− Qπ(s, a) + α[rt + max
at+1

Qπ(st+1, at+1)−Qπ(s, a)] (2.5)

(2.6)

In the case of DyRET, a discrete action space may not be the case as the
servo commands are continuous values describing force applied, but this
depends on the design of an eventual controller. It would not be possible to
use this definition of the action-value function to derive a policy in a setting
where action space is continuous. Selecting the action which returns the
maximum reward of a given state is not possible as a set of discrete actions
are infinite in a continuous setting. This action which would return the
maximum reward given a state can only be approximated.

Value functions approximate the accumulated future reward given a
state or a state-action pair. This is often a beneficial value to possess and
provides information about how good it is to be located in a given state or
executing a particular action in a state. By having this information available
it is possible to derive a policy from choosing actions randomly, and by
observing the result of executed actions, a policy can indirectly be created
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from gained knowledge. Because of the potentially huge state space, this
approach may not scale well if used individually in a continuous domain or
real-world training. This is because an agent would have to visit every state
and in those states try a number of different actions to gain knowledge on
whether or not a particular action resulted in positive reward. Depending
on how large and complex the state space is, it can be convenient to express
the state as an n-dimensional vector. In ‘small’ environments like for
example board games, the state can be represented in a two-dimensional
fashion. To correctly map the value of a state in an environment where
both the action- and state space is continuous a function approximator
is often used. Very frequently used and an approximator showing good
results in continuous domains is different types of artificial neural networks.
ANNs makes approximating large state and action spaces both discrete
and continuous feasible. Neural networks do however often need large
amounts of data.

2.2.3 Policy Search

Unlike value functions which indirectly attempts to achieve an optimal
policy based on values of states, policy search is a direct type of policy
optimization. Policy search directly tries to optimize the accumulated
reward by sampling random interactions with the enclosing environment,
thus creating a picture of a preferred policy. As a consequence, this method
is able to learn a policy without consulting a value function.

A policy search method directly tries out different policies, in the case
of DyRET representing a controller to optimize the accumulated reward.
Most policy search methods optimize a policy given some parameters θ. It
searches around an already existing policy and tries to obtain experience
which differentiates the policy with respect to parameters θ. This way
policy search can compute changes in the parameters which will increase
the expected return from a current policy. It does so in an iterative
manner computing an update to the parameters of a current policy such
as presented in equation 2.7

θi+1 = θi +4θi (2.7)

Since policy search has the property of searching in the vicinity of the
current policy, it has been shown to outperform value function methods in
real-world applications [22]. According to this paper, it seems value function
methods need more experience before forming a structured policy. Policy
search methods, on the other hand, seems to more efficiently exploit the
experienced interactions obtained from the environment and are able to
optimize the policy directly. In comparison to value function approximation
methods, policy search often search the neighborhood for solutions and
gradually improves performance from an already existing policy. Whereas
value function methods in principle require total coverage of the available
state space. A value function on the other hand indirectly learns a policy
by maximizing the expected reward for a state or a state-action pair.
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Policy search methods can be split in two approaches, namely gradient-
based and gradient-free methods. Gradient-free methods are often associated
with an evolutionary perspective on the problem and achieve learning
without directly consulting the gradient of the policy. Policy gradient
methods are widely used in reinforcement learning, especially in the
continuous domain.

Policy gradient methods

In policy gradient methods (PG) the policy is parameterized by some
parameters θ. Taking an action is dependent on the current state, and
the parameters that controls the policy π(a|s, θ). If the gradient of the
performance of the policy π with respect to its parameters is obtainable, it
is possible to move these parameters that control the policy in the direction
of experienced good policies.

PG methods learn policy parameters based on the gradient of some
scalar performance measure J(θ). It seeks to maximize the performance of
these scalar performance measures, and update associated parameters by
performing gradient ascent with a step size of α as shown in the following
equation (2.8).

θt+1 = θt + α ̂∇J(θt) (2.8)

By computing the empirical stochastic estimate of ̂∇J(θt) it is possible
to compute the gradient of the performance with respect to the arguments
θ. To approximate this scalar performance measure, it is defined to be equal
to the true value function, where s0 is some random starting state (2.9).

J(θ) .
= Vπ(s0) (2.9)

As mentioned, the state-value function should reflect the true value of
the state in the form of accumulated expected future reward. It represents
all rewards received from this starting state s0 and forwards until an
eventual episode is finished. Furthermore, the policy gradient theorem
states that the gradient of the scalar performance can be represented by
the following equation (2.10)

∇J(θ) = Vπ(s0) ∝ ∑
s

µ(s)∑
a
∇πθ(a|s)Qπ(s, a)

= Eπ

[
∑

a
∇πθ(a|s)Qπ(s, a)

]
(2.10)

µ is here the distribution of states encountered from the starting state s0
when following the policy π. This can be eliminated since it is expected that
the same distribution of states will be encountered if following the policy
π. Thus it can be written as the expected (Eπ) rollout when following the
policy. The gradient of the policy (πθ(a|s)) can also be rewritten (2.11).
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∇θπθ(s, a) = πθ(s, a)
∇θπθ(s, a)

πθ(s, a)
∇θπθ(s, a)

πθ(s, a)
= ∇θ logπθ(s, a) (2.11)

The action-value function Qπ(s, a) should reflect the encountered re-
wards in an episode when taking action a in a state s (2.3), thus it can
be rewritten to represent any reward giving function at time step t, Gt =
Qπ(st, at). This reward function Gt can represent an immediate reward, an
approximated value function Vπ(s) or anything else representing a reward
for a given time step.

The approximate policy gradient can now be rewritten as stated in
the following equation (2.12), this is also the most common form policy
gradient methods are expressed as.

∇J(θ) = Et

[
∇θ logπθ(at|st)Gt

]
(2.12)

πθ is a stochastic policy and Gt is some form of calculating the total
reward at time step t. This can be the direct reward given by following
action a at a particular time step, some value function, or other measures
of reward. Subsequently the update of the gradient of the performance of
the policy w.r.t its parameters (2.8) can be written as the following equation
(2.13). Where α is the learning rate or in other words the size of the change
of the current policy.

θi+1 = θi + α∇θ logπθ(at|st)Gt (2.13)

PG for continuous actions

Policy gradient methods also extend to a setting in which it is possible
to solve continuous problems. By constructing a gaussian policy, actions
are sampled from a distribution making number of actions infinite. This
enables the RL algorithm to learn statistics over actions performed instead
of learning probabilities of a set of discrete actions. Every action dimension
can therefore be represented by a normal distribution with mean µ and
standard deviation σ shown in the following equation (2.14)

a ∼ N (µ(s), σ2) (2.14)

The mean µ and standard deviation σ can then define the normal
distribution which real-valued actions are drawn from. These two
parameters are defined by a parametric function approximator, i.e., an
artificial neural network. Because of this property that policy gradients
are extendable to a continuous setting it has become popular to use
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in reinforcement learning algorithms for continuous problems such as
robotics. Policy gradient algorithms are composed of different techniques
to shift the distribution of parameters controlling the actor and optimize the
reward communicated from the environment. These algorithms can also
be a combination of value functions and policy gradient methods, popularly
called actor-critic algorithms. All PG algorithms are a population of various
methods to search the parameter space to find suitable parameters to
represent the actor, which in the case of DyRET is a control policy.

2.2.4 Actor-Critic Methods

The 2 main ways of learning a policy in reinforcement learning is
respectively policy search and value function approximation. These two
mentioned methods can also be combined and used together in an actor-
critic setting. Value function methods are often called critic methods because
of their ability to critise the value of a state or an action performed given
a state (2.2, 2.3). Similarly, policy search methods are called actor methods
because they perform actions given a state without taking into account
any value functions and merely following the policy. In some way, they
fulfill each other. Actor methods are often prone to sub-optimal solutions
because they search in the vicinity of the current policy. Critic methods can
lead to good global solutions but are prone to be unstable as an effect of
small changes to the policy. By combining the advantages of these two RL
methods actor-critic methods can be utilized.

2.3 Evolutionary Algorithms

Many machine learning tools have taken inspiration from nature. It is
easy to draw comparisons between the mentioned reinforcement learning
paradigm and the way humans and animals learn. Deeper beyond
the concepts of learning, biological concepts found in nature is utilized
through evolutionary computation (EC). Machine learning concepts founded
on evolutionary ideas are a popular branch of optimization tools when
faced with an optimization problem. The evolutionary computation concept
takes inspiration from nature and utilizes already existing concepts to
solve optimization problems. This includes among other concepts, search
algorithms based on how various species behave, how microbes behave,
and evolutionary concepts such as evolutionary algorithms (EA).

EA is a subset of EC and is a family of stochastic population-based
optimization algorithms. A population of solutions is formed, and just like
evolution, survival of the fittest survives. The only assumption present
is that we assume good solutions to be similar. By letting good solutions
survive to produce offspring it is assumed that good solutions eventually
breed better solutions than themselves.

In this thesis, various evolutionary algorithms will be explored and
tested to see how they compare to RL when learning an optimization task
on the robot DyRET. Evolutionary search algorithms use the inspiration
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from evolution to optimize a solution for a given problem, and just like in
natural evolution, better solutions should persist, and bad solutions should
go extinct before producing an offspring. The offspring produced by the
better solutions should also offer other qualities than their predecessors,
but at the same time inhabit the same positive qualities that their
predecessors inhabited.

An evolutionary search algorithm start by making a population of
solutions, which often is randomly initialized. This population can be
represented as a population of parameter vectors which is the genotype
for each individual. The solutions are then tested for their fitness, which
is a score of how good they are. How to calculate the fitness score is
decided by the designer of the algorithm, and depends on the problem.
Then depending on the parent selection scheme, certain solutions are kept.
Selecting parents based on their fitness score which will be combined in
different ways to produce the next generation of solutions. The solutions
that are not selected during parent selection are removed from the ’gene
pool’, and will therefore not pass their properties on to the next generation.

The new population is produced using a selection of crossover operators.
This is a mechanism for merging the existing solutions in some particular
way and pairing them to combine properties and as a result, produce
a new set of individuals. After the new individuals are created with
crossover, they will have a probability of mutation. This will create a
new property/feature which might not have been present in either of the
individual’s parents and therefore may or may not turn out to be a better
solution than it’s parents. Some forms of evolutionary algorithms can then
have a survivor selection, selecting which survivors that will represent the
next generation based on their fitness.

A short and concise description is represented to get an overview of
how a general EA would be implemented:

1. Randomly generate a distribution of solutions. At this step we are
creating the population

2. Using the fitness function compute the fitness value for all members in
the population

3. Select members of population which has desirable fitness for next
generation

4. Perform crossover and mutation on current population to create the
next generation

5. Compute fitness function for new individuals, and replace the
portion of the population with least fitness

6. Repeat steps 2 to 5 until stopping criteria has been met

It does exist some varieties of the EA concept which may or may
not follow the entire general process of an evolutionary algorithm.
These subtopics include genetic algorithms, evolution strategies, evolutionary
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Figure 2.3: The general life cycle process of an evolutionary algorithm.

programming, and genetic programming. In this thesis only genetic algorithms
(GA) and evolution strategies (ES) will be relevant.

2.3.1 Evolution Strategies

ES, developed in the 1970s [35, 40] uses real-valued vectors to represent
individuals in a population. Crossover operators are not usually used in
ES as search are mostly done by mutation and survivor selection for next
generations.

Since individuals in ES consists of real-valued vectors, ES is extendable
to the continuous domain. Subsequently, this EA subtopic is able to
represent weights in neural networks. The real numbered vectors or
chromosome representations in ES consists of two parts, an object variable
and a strategy parameter which can be interpreted as a mutation rate. These
two values can be seen as a mean and standard deviation for a distribution.
This way ES can represent distributions which can be used to optimize
a continuous function. Individuals in an ES population are subsequently
drawn from this distribution. The algorithm CMA-ES [9] is one of the most
known members of this EA class of evolution strategies. Natural evolution
strategies (NES) [53] is also part of the ES family.

2.3.2 Genetic Algorithms

Genetic algorithms (GA) traditionally use bit strings as representation,
crossover operators and mutation are frequently used, and offspring
replaces the entire population. Through bit strings as representation, this
EA is able to represent neural network topology, thus making it able
to optimize topologies for ANNs. Unlike ES where parent selection is
uniformly random, parent selection is fitness proportional in GA. This
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means that it is not random, but strong individuals who persist in the next
generation. The genetic algorithm NEAT [46] is a member of this EA.

2.4 Quadrupedal Robots

Robots are mainly interesting because they can be given the ability to
automate manual tasks for humans. Before robots can complete such
tasks, the robots have to understand the problems and tasks they are
designed to do. Before quadrupedal robots (robots with four legs) can
learn to automate tasks for humans, they have to learn how to move
around. Even though quadrupedal robots like DyRET may be complicated
to both design and learn how to solve a task like locomotion they do
possess some desirable properties. Wheeled robots are much easier to
control, but quadrupedal robots are in general more adaptive in a dynamic
environment. Quadrupedal robots are therefore a popular research topic,
and many quadrupeds exist in prior research [5, 11, 34, 41, 45]. Using
a quadrupedal robot when investigating the properties of reinforcement
learning and evolutionary algorithms may produce valuable results.

A robot which exists from previous research is the four-legged robot
named DyRET [29]. In the figure below (2.4) DyRET can be seen in a
simulated environment in the simulator gazebo [15]. DyRET has four legs
which each has three servos to control the movement of the robot. The real
robot also has reflective markers on top allowing the robot to work in a
motion capture system which among other metrics can be used to measure
performance relative to distance traveled. A motion capture system may
prove useful if DyRET is to be tested in a real environment.

Figure 2.4: The robot DyRET in upright position in the simulator

When faced with a quadrupedal robot such as DyRET a first natural
task is to learn how to walk or to generate locomotion. Locomotion also
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which is also called gait generation has been a problem in robotics since
the first legged robots were invented. There is a large number of different
techniques to make a tractable gait for robots. A paper which summarizes
and compare such techniques finds that using elliptical movements as a
shape of the foot trajectory produces good results [6]. The techniques
investigated are respectively sine control signals, half ellipsoidal trajectories,
and Bezier-curve trajectories. Parameters for each technique are learned
using the EC algorithm of particle swarm optimization [32]. This paper
investigating gait techniques [6] also includes strategies for turning, but
the topic of turning will not be investigated in this thesis.

The sine control signals technique achieve a gait by actuating the
position of the hip and knee actuators with a sine wave. Each leg with
its own phase, amplitude, and offset. Half ellipsoidal trajectories define
the locus of the feet, in other words, the position of the feet. The control
signals are derived from the positions chosen. Parameters controlling the
gait consists of the size and shape of the foot trajectory. The bezier-curve
trajectory technique tries to counteract the sharp corners caused by the gait
generated for the half ellipsoidal trajectories technique. This bezier-curve
also include an ellipsoid defining the stance, meaning when the legs touch
the ground, which allows this technique to have smoother trajectories.
These types of controllers can be described as relatively simple in the aspect
of the number of controller parameters.

DyRET has previously learned locomotion in [29] where the controller
consisted of 7 parameters describing the shape of the spline, gait timing,
and balancing. Parameters describing the controller is also clipped which
decreases the search space for the algorithm used, thus making it easier to
learn. A spline is a mathematical function which can be used to describe the
completion of a single step or any other circular movements. It describes
the way a robot moves one of its legs during locomotion. This spline
defining a leg’s motion can be used for every leg, and if done consecutively
it can be used to control each of the four different legs of DyRET and
consequently a gait. The author used evolutionary algorithms to optimize
the parameters with respect to both speed and stability. With such a high-
level controller the authors are able to show that DyRET is able to learn a
gait in a real-world environment.

Solving problems such as locomotion has often required a rigid
structure which alleviates the complexity of generating complex motions.
It also may not complete other tasks than those that require circular
movement of the legs. This constraint to circular movements excludes
tasks that require other structure of motion. For example, if DyRET is to
learn how to balance while affected by external forces, it would be difficult
to describe how to solve this task using a controller such as the one used
in the mentioned paper [29]. Also if DyRET needs to maneuver through
obstacles the controller needs to be extended to describe the area in front of
it. This way it could learn how to know when to jump and how high this
jump needs to be to get over the obstacle. Models which does not depend
on such rigid structures like the ones described earlier can also be made to
learn a broad range of different tasks without altering the controller.
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Using the mentioned techniques to generate gait does generate a
somewhat constrained behavior, and it would be challenging to be robust
in dynamical environments. A technique that will be explored in this thesis
is learning robotic control using low-dimensional features to achieve as
little constrained movements as possible. Even though learning a gait is
an interesting problem and maybe the most exciting problem for legged
robotics, learning other tasks are not excluded from this research. Since
locomotion is such a complex problem, other simpler control tasks may be
included that will provide a simpler problem to solve. This will provide an
alternative if learning fails for trying to generate locomotion.

2.5 Prior research

Moving away from pure robotics and into complex RL this paper [24]
from 2013 states that it was the first paper published using reinforcement
learning to learn a control policy based on a high dimensional sensory
input, which in this case is raw pixels. From this sensory input using the
RL method of Q-learning (see equation 2.5) the model is able to learn how to
play a number of Atari games. It even surpasses the performance of human
experts on 3 of the games. This research is relevant for the robotics domain
because it proved that reinforcement learning could be used to learn and
maximize a reward signal over time using high-dimensional sensory input
like raw pixels. The ability to use high-dimensional sensory input like this
can be transferred to using information about the internal system of the
robot to understand pose, speed, and more. The robot can then execute
desirable actions based on this high-sensory information. Information
about the internal system of the robot can also be used in conjunction with
external information like images.

Using high-dimensional information like this enables a robot to learn
a given task in a very unconstrained way. This makes it adaptable to
any problem of approximately the same complexity. The learning of these
games by the Q-learning algorithm (see equation 2.5) can be seen as a way
of learning robot control since it does consists of learning how to control
an object given an environment with a high-dimensional input. It is, on
the other hand, learning control without the most challenging aspects of it.
Robotic control tasks are inherently continuous which means that the action
space consists of continuous values which are more challenging to learn
than the discrete action space which is present here. Since this is performed
in a simulation, it also means that it does not have to learn aspects like
sensor delays and noise which may occur in a real-world environment.

As mentioned evolutionary algorithms have previously been used
to optimize both control and morphology for robotic systems. A very
well known paper [44] autonomously developing both of these properties
used genetic algorithms to simulate a contest between individuals. The
individual whom wins the contest moves on to the next round and
subsequently survives for longer to pass its genes on to the next generation.
This paper did not touch directly on the topic of robotics but early on
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showcased the potential of evolutionary algorithms.

2.5.1 Learning in conjunction with robotics

Reinforcement learning has been utilized in conjunction with robots before,
and this has been both to control the robot itself and perform tasks. An
early example of such learning is the OBELIX robot [21]. It is wheeled
which makes it much easier to control than if it was legged. The robot
uses a hierarchical reward signal system to learn subtasks which results in
the primary task of pushing boxes. It uses a sensory system comprised
of 8 sonar sensors, an IR sensor and one sensor monitoring the motor
system. In this paper, the researchers have discretized both the information
captured by the sensors and the action space. This results in a state space
which consists of 18 binary valued states, and five different discrete actions
to perform. The action executed decides which direction the robot is to
turn. Subtasks are learned through individual reward signals and are
structured so that more important subtasks are prioritized. This early paper
utilizing reinforcement learning shows an early attempt at automatically
programming a robot behaviour. It is also evident that this research does
not learn robot control but discrete robot actions which are predefined. The
paper does however follow the RL paradigm and proves that automatically
programmed behavior may be a good alternative to manually programmed
behavior.

Reinforcement learning has been the tool for developing a broad range
of robotic applications. A survey [1] from 2014 presents a picture of the
then state of the art for real-world robotics coupled with RL. This survey
mentions learning to fly a helicopter upside down [28], jumping over
obstacles with a robot quadruped [16], and learning a robot how to flip
a ball in a cup [17], all using reinforcement learning. These innovations
proved that RL could be used to solve a variety of very complex problems.

Evolutionary computing has also been used in conjunction with robotics
in learning control, like the mentioned paper where DyRET originally was
constructed [29]. To alleviate training time and to more easily incorporate
prior knowledge when learning robotic control, more rigid structures are
often used. These rigid structures often describe a specific movement and
are often hand designed to fit the specific problem at hand. Problems like
these are usually parameterized by a limited number of variables and can
be seen as a more constrained form of robotic control.

2.5.2 Learning continuous control

Because of the recent development in reinforcement learning, specifically
for the continuous control domain, benchmark tasks and algorithm
baselines have been proposed [7]. This paper investigates the performance
of several RL algorithms as well as some EA methods on control tasks
of various complexity all in simulation. Various tasks range from the
very simple cart-pole swing-up [13] to a very complex task like learning
locomotion for a 3D humanoid [48]. The different tasks include basic tasks
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and locomotion tasks which respectively represents tasks that are relatively
low-dimensional for basic tasks and high-dimensional for the locomotion
tasks. From the experiments testing the various algorithms it can be
observed that the reinforcement learning algorithms truncated natural policy
gradients (TNPG) [12], trust region policy optimization (TRPO) [39] and
deep deterministic policy gradients (DDPG) [19] performs well on almost all
tasks. The best performance on advanced locomotion tasks such as simple
and -full humanoid is learned by TRPO and TNPG. The evolutionary
algorithm covariance matrix adaptation evolution strategies (CMAES) [9] is also
evaluated on the various tasks, which is known to have good performance
on relatively simple tasks. The CMAES performs well on the mountain
car task [26] with limited sensors which testifies that it may hold good
exploration properties.

Another paper [2] which aims to present a small survey on deep
reinforcement learning describes the current status of the field. The
survey presents both RL applied to games and real-world robotics. A
real-world example which uses RL comes from a paper which learns
control policies for completing various tasks with a stationary robot [18].
It maps observations in the form of joint angles and camera images
directly to torques of the robot’s joints. Part of the policy is represented
using a convolutional neural network (CNN) which is a type of network
that has proved to perform well when dealing with images. The policy
architecture consists of this CNN followed by three fully connected layers.
Internal robot configurations like joint angles etc. are concatenated onto
the processed image information at the second fully connected layer and
consequently produce the action vector in the form of motor torques. The
model successfully learns four different complex tasks on the robot, which
illustrates how well high dimensional control models consisting of neural
networks can perform.

Quite recently a paper [30] was published in which a hand is trained
to move a cube. The hand is fully trained in simulation, and the
policies learned in simulation are able to be transferred into a real-world
environment. Tasks are trained using the RL algorithm PPO (proximal
policy optimization) [38]. By using a technique called domain randomization
[49] the researchers simulate many variations of the same environment to
make the learned model generalize so that it may become invariant to small
changes in the environment. The learned model is able to generalize so
well that it manages to complete tasks when transferred to a real-world
environment. This research within continuous control shows how well RL,
as well as EA, is able to learn complicated control tasks.

This research however, is different from control tasks which concern
navigating a robot. In [30] the hand is learned using observations such
as fingertip positions and the cube’s pose. It does show nonetheless
that domain randomization can be a successful method of transferring
knowledge obtained in simulation to the real world. Furthermore,
that robots can learn complex continuous control tasks and function
successfully in a real-world environment.
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2.5.3 Previous comparisons between RL and EA

The first known systematic comparison between the two methods of
learning was completed in 2008. In this paper [10] the authors compare
CMA-ES [9] and natural actor-critic (NAC) [31] on a cart-pole balancing task.
The authors argue that the algorithms to be tested are quite similar and
that this is their motive for conducting such an experiment. Familiarly
the ES method produces a population and then tests the entire population,
whilst the RL method collects experience for every experience obtained.
What this means is that ES has one stochastic initialization per episode, and
the NAC perturbs its stochastic policy every step of interaction with the
environment. Furthermore as the authors point out, the NAC algorithm is
both an actor and a critic since it is using a value function, while ES only has
an actor. Also, ES usually search for a new policy in a deterministic way
by mutation and recombination and policy gradient methods such as NAC
have stochastic policies.

Another quite recent paper has also made a comparison of the EA and
RL paradigm of learning. In [36] the authors explore the use of evolutionary
strategies as an alternative to the reinforcement learning techniques Q-
learning and policy gradients. Experiments are conducted for several
tasks in the simulator Mujoco [50] and using Atari games. One of the
most important properties that the authors found ES to possess was the
property of being highly parallelizable. This is because EA techniques
evaluate complete episodes for the individuals in a population. When
running several workers, they only need to infrequently communicate
whereas RL algorithms often learn for every time step when interacting
with an environment. RL algorithms also have to communicate entire
policy gradients whereas ES only have to communicate the scalar reward
obtained.

The paper also finds ES to possess an advantage when it comes to
exploration. ES was able to learn policies that were not observed for
policies learned by RL. For example for a locomotion task, ES learned
a wide variety of gaits such as walking backward and sideways while
RL only learned to walk forward. This testifies that ES has a different
exploration behavior than that of RL. ES was also found to be more robust
in the form of long episodes and long reward horizons1. The discounting
(the γ variable) between time steps that RL introduces, biases estimates of
the gradient when actions are long lasting.

The comparison between ES and RL does also show that ES is
significantly less data efficient than RL for difficult problems. For the
Mujoco [50] environments ES needed ten times as much data as TRPO
to match its performance, for Atari environments ES reportedly needed
between 3 times and ten times as much data.

Neuroevolution techniques like genetic algorithms have also been tried
as a competitive alternative in recent research [47]. This paper exploits
that EA algorithms work very well when in parallel, which a previously

1The length of a reward horizon defines the time it takes from an action is executed until
the agent sees the consequences of that action.
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mentioned paper also found to be true [36]. The GA in this paper
evolves a network which successfully solves the very complex problem of
humanoid locomotion [48] which has a state space of 376. It also finds that
GAs require far more computation than ES when it comes to solving the
humanoid locomotion task. The GA does however very quickly discover
high performing policy when tested for the Atari games domain. Authors
point out that the GAs advantage over other methods may depend on
the domain, and understanding this dependency may be important in the
future.

Another paper [55] comparing reinforcement learning and evolutionary
algorithms, also parallelized the RL algorithms. The paper compares
the performance of the respective algorithms on continuous control tasks
with quite low complexity in the form of the number of state dimensions.
Evolutionary algorithms tested included CMAES [9], natural evolution
strategy (NES) [53] and NeuroEvolution of Augmenting Topologies (NEAT)
[46]. The paper found no consistent winner across environments, which
may show that there is no single best algorithm for all tasks.

2.6 Challenges in the Continuous Domain

The challenges faced by the combination of machine learning and robotics
are many. This section explores and discusses the challenges faced with a
continuous system, relevant for both simulation and real-world scenarios.
A survey mentioned earlier [1] also presents an overview of the challenges
faced in a reinforcement learning environment which concerns robotics.
Much of the information and discussion presented in that survey is
rendered in this current section.

In a continuous world, the state space might be considerably large
and complex for the agent to interpret. Trying to understand and do
sensible actions from something as generic as a simple image feed from
a camera, or any n-dimensional input from a sensor system is difficult. It is
therefore very challenging to design a system for the agent to understand
and expected to fully function in.

Action space of any system functioning in an environment might also
be very complex depending on how many joints/servos to be controlled.
DyRET for example have four legs which each have three servos to control
the movement of the respective leg. This adds up to an action space of
dimensional magnitude of 12, and it is necessary to explore both this 12-
dimensional action space as well as an n-dimensional state space which
regularly is larger than the given action space on the system.

2.6.1 State representation in Complex Domains

The real world is different from a board game or a maze with a limited and
finite set of different states/environments. A more complex environment
like a real-world environment may be continuous, and the state needs to
contain all relevant information to ensure that an agent can understand
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the given environment. To correctly represent the state it has to contain
sufficient information, in some systems this may translate to a complex
state space which will be difficult to understand. When the dimensions of
the state space increase, they scale exponentially in the number of possible
state variables. More computation and data are therefore needed for the
agent to understand the world. This challenge of increased complexity as
the number of dimensions increase is called the curse of dimensionality [3].
Consequently, it may be very challenging to represent and understand a
state in such a demanding domain.

Before an agent learns to recognize and assimilate states, an appropriate
representation of the environment have to be chosen. A representation
may have to contain enough information to get a presentable overview of
the state the agent is currently in, as well as not being redundant or too
complicated. If the representation of the environment is too complicated,
the agent acting in the environment may not be able to understand how
it responds to its actions, and it would be difficult finding an optimal
policy. When in a continuous environment the full or true state of the
environment can not be expected to be observed as continuous domains are
noisy and challenging to interpret. How the state is represented can prove
critical to solving the learning problem. For the problem to be tractable, the
continuous domain may have to be discretized to some degree.

2.6.2 Representing the target

How the reward signal is represented to the agent is also an important issue
to address. Given an episodic environment, some problems might be so
complex that a simple reward signal of win/loose might not be tractable. In
some cases there might be a long-term reward or a long sequence of specific
actions needed to achieve rewards. This sequence of correct behavior
might be too complicated for the random behavior of the agent to detect.
Therefore a measure of closeness to the desired target might be feasible to
alleviate the complexity of the task. It may also illustrate to the agent which
actions are desired to complete, or improve upon the problem.

This approach has previously been exploited when a robot constructed
to learn how to flip a ball into a cup [14]. In this paper, intermediate
rewards were given when the ball passed the rim of the cup with a
downward direction. These intermediate rewards were the distance from
the cup position to the ball position, rewarding was based on how close the
ball was from hitting the cup. Using an intermediate descriptive reward
signal such as this may be very helpful when learning a complex task.

The robot may also be able to cheat the learning problem if it manages
to get good rewards without doing what it was designed to learn, in
such a case this testifies to a bad design for the reward function of the
environment. It may prove advantageous to draw inspiration from such
reward signals when designing a reward signal for DyRET.
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2.6.3 Prior knowledge

To accelerate learning, prior knowledge has been known to support the
learning process. Prior knowledge can be expressed in many forms
including initial policies, initial models, limits on actions (typically torque
limits), and more. This will reduce the space the algorithm would have
to search and may prove critical for the task. Prior knowledge may also
provide the agent with a favorable basis of learning. If an agent does
not start learning in the vicinity of the space of the solution, it may be
stuck exploring failing trajectories of state space. Focusing on promising
regions represented as a pre-structured policy may potentially lower the
complexity of the problem notably.

For example, if a learning problem is to teach a robot to walk upright,
a good starting state would be for the robot to stand. If the robot’s initial
state is laying down or in some random position it would have to learn
how to stand up before learning how to walk upright. In some cases,
it may be interesting to see if and how the robot can learn how to get
to a starting position before solving the actual problem, but this is not
guaranteed to be possible. As mentioned an agent may be stuck exploring
failing trajectories, as may be the case with this example if it never learns
how to stand up.

Additionally, prior knowledge can be represented through demonstra-
tions of the task. Demonstrations may provide optimal actions or traject-
ories similar to it to execute in encountered states. A pre-structured policy
through demonstration may also help reduce the search space since the
robot will learn which states are important, thus eliminating the need for
global exploration.
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Chapter 3

Control policy and RL
environment design

With prior research in mind, an attempt to implement a reinforcement
learning environment which can be utilized to research the questions asked
by this thesis will be conducted. Prior research has provided the motivation
to complete this research about task learning in a continuous domain with
as little constraints as possible.

An implementation which enables to investigate the research questions
of this thesis have to be constructed. Also how to complete this
implementation will have to be discussed. This current chapter will
discuss and present the work needed to be completed before an eventual
implementation. Namely, how to construct the reinforcement learning
environment DyRET will learn in, how to learn the controller and which
control tasks it will learn.

3.1 Planning the implementation

To be able to investigate the research questions of this thesis thoroughly,
an implementation that enables experiments in an RL environment is
needed. This chapter will present an approach as to how to investigate
to see if tasks can be learned on DyRET with the machine learning
paradigm reinforcement learning. This approach will also include how the
thesis will investigate questions regarding task learning using evolutionary
algorithms. A working implementation of both methods of learning may
help investigate how the respective methods compare.
Mainly two things are required to investigate the questions raised in this
thesis, a controller and an RL environment:

• Controller - A controller is needed to represent an eventual control
policy for DyRET. This controller will be learned, and represented by
an artificial neural network in likeness to some controllers in previous
research mentioned. To investigate if learning of a control policy is
possible in such a complex domain, relevant RL and EA candidates
for learning the controller will be discussed and presented.
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• Environment - To test a designed controller and an associated learn-
ing algorithm an environment which fulfills the requirements of a re-
inforcement learning environment needs to be constructed to com-
plete testing and learning. The environment to be implemented is
needed so that an eventual learning algorithm can easily be connec-
ted and communicate to an associated simulation environment

As mentioned a controller and an environment will have to be determined
and designed. To achieve the above-mentioned goals and investigate
research questions, the controller will be tried learned with various
algorithms. The choice of these various algorithms will be based on
previous research. A discussion on how to represent the state, reward
signal and actions in the to be implemented environment will also have
to be conducted. Furthermore, to properly investigate the properties of
individual algorithms as well as RL and EA in general, various tasks
of various complexity is introduced. An overview that includes both
reinforcement learning- and evolutionary algorithms which will be tested
to learn a control policy will be presented. The specific algorithms chosen
to try and learn a control policy for DyRET is based on prior research.

Multiple tasks of varying complexity may be implemented to investig-
ate if there is a difference in the performance of the selected EA methods
and RL algorithms. In previous research, tasks and environments of differ-
ent complexity have shown that it is not necessarily one algorithm that per-
forms better on all tasks [7, 55]. Different tasks of similar complexity may
have different algorithms which are best at solving the respective tasks. It
would be interesting to construct a range of tasks in the environment of
DyRET and test this hypothesis.

3.2 Learning a control policy

A natural first step when designing a system to control a robot is
deciding how to represent the movement of the robot’s joints/servos, and
consequently the motion of the robotic system. The control of DyRET will
be represented by an ANN in both frameworks of learning, respectively
reinforcement learning and evolutionary algorithms.

The most straightforward way of representing a controller for a
locomotion task in a robotic system would be to use the torque for each
servo as an action vector outputted from the controller. If compared to
using angles, the force on servos as the action vector transmitted from the
controller might eliminate overcompensation for tasks such as balancing,
etc. DyRET contains several servos per leg, and thus four legs with three
servos each will have 12 dimensions in its output action vector. Resulting
values in each dimension in this action vector representing the torque of
each servo needs to be decided by a control system. The input to the
controller will not depend on time, but rather the internal state of DyRET. A
neural network used to represent the control policy will consequently have
the state as an input in the input layer and the action vector as the output of
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the output layer. The neural network will optimize the output action vector
based on an input state given a reward signal.

To chose which algorithms that will be utilized to learn this control
policy similar controllers used in past research have to be considered.
The controller will consist of a 12-dimensional output vector and an input
vector representing the state which is assumed to be larger. This following
selection of algorithms is based on previously documented feats in the
continuous domain. The algorithms have also been tested in environments
with similar complexity.

3.2.1 Reinforcement Learning Algorithms

The REINFORCE [54] will not be used to learn DyRET control tasks. It
is solely introduced to get a grasp of how the most basic form of policy
gradients algorithms functions. Understanding this first algorithm may
prove expedient when learning about the other RL algorithms.

All other algorithms listed in this section will be tested to learn control
tasks on DyRET. The respective algorithms are chosen based on previous
feats in the continuous domain.

REINFORCE - Vanilla Policy Gradient

In the algorithm named REINFORCE [54] the policy gradient is estimated
from experience, and consequently moved in the direction which delivers
highest expected accumulated reward. Since the policy π is parameterized
by θ, these parameters are what will be optimized. It is obtained by using
the following equation, where α is the size of an update to the policy, and
vt is the return at time step t.

∆θt = α∇θ logπθ(st, at)vt (3.1)

The result of the preceding equation is the direction and size of an update
to the parameters θ controlling the policy π which is to be optimized in
the direction of a higher reward. Similar to supervised learning we use a
value to depict how good a particular action is in a particular state, and
consequently move the gradient in the direction which will result in taking
this particular action more often when in that state.

By exploring the state space and action space thoroughly, REINFORCE
will estimate which actions that will achieve highest reward in a given
state.

REINFORCE is the basis of almost all RL policy gradient algorithms,
and with certain extensions, it has been able to achieve reasonably good
performance in various environments [7].

This algorithm is introduced to give a basic understanding of how a
policy can be changed from experience and reward signals.

DDPG - Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient

This algorithm is a combination of value function approximation and direct
policy search, also called an actor-critic algorithm. DDPG [19] uses a so
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called actor represented by a neural network to perform the actions which is
chosen based on the current state. It also has a critic module which is also
represented by a neural network where the input is action (predicted from
the actor) and state. The output is the value of taking that particular action
in that particular state, i.e., the Q-value of the current state and action given
by the actor. The algorithm also has a replay buffer which stores experience
obtained by interacting with the environment.

DDPG uses a technique called experience replay. During execution
of episodes the algorithm samples transitions into a replay buffer from
which it randomly draws samples during training. This prevents training
on temporally-correlated trajectories which would introduce significant
variance in the critic’s approximation of the Q-value.

The algorithm [19] also uses target networks which is to prevent
updating the actor and critic networks with gradients obtained from TD
error signal that is computed both from the replay buffer and output of
actor and critic networks. These target networks are copies of the actor and
critic neural networks. Using target networks to generate targets for TD
error computation increases the stability of learning.

Both the actor and the critic have target networks when computing the
targets. The actor and critic target networks are represented by µ′ and Q′

respectably while θ is the parameters of the neural networks.

yi = ri + γQ′(si+1, µ′(si+1|θµ′)|θQ′) (3.2)

L =
1
N ∑(yi −Q(si, ai|θQ)2) (3.3)

The target yi is the sum of the immediate value r and the Q-value of
the critic’s target network given current state and actor’s target network
predicted the action of the i’th sample. The critic loss is then computed
with respect to Q(si, ai|θQ) (see equation 3.3. N in this same equation (3.2)
is the size of the minibatch which is sampled from the replay buffer where
transitions are stored. The critic network is updated for every time a batch
with minibatch size is sampled from the replay buffer.

Critic network is updated with gradients from the objective function
from equation 3.2. The actor network µ is updated with the gradient of the
critic network (Q) with respect to the action’s input (a = µ(s)), multiplied
by the gradient of the actor network with respect to its parameters (see
equation 3.4).

∇θµ µ ≈ Eµ′

[
∇aQ(s, a|θQ)|s=st,a=µ(st)∇θµ µ(s|θµ)|s=st

]
(3.4)

Exploration for continuous actions in DDPG is done by adding
exploration noise to the continuous output of the neural network. DDPG
use Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process [52] as an exploration technique which is
added to the predicted action value.
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TRPO - Trust Region Policy Optimization

A problem in vanilla policy gradient algorithm (2.12) is the uncertainty as
to how big or how many gradient steps that can be taken based on the data
sampled. TRPO [39] partly solves this problem by sampling an empirical
estimate of the performance of a new policy and compares this to how
the old policy performed. Furthermore, these empirical estimates become
noisy and very uncertain as the change in policy increases. This is exactly
the reason why it would not be tractable to take a big gradient step in the
direction of positive change for the vanilla policy gradient. TRPO defines
a trust region, a local area where the empirical estimate holds. Distance
in this space is measured as the difference between the old and the new
policy. This distance is a measure of how certain the empirical estimate is
and subsequently how certain the new gradient step is. Distance between
two policies is defined as KL (Kullback-Leibler) distance.

The trust region update is defined as the following (3.5, 3.6)

maximize
θ

Êt

[
πθ(at|st)

πθold(at|st)
Ât

]
(3.5)

subject to Êt

[
KL[πθold(·|st), πθ(·|st)]

]
≤ δ (3.6)

The ’hat’ over the various symbols means that they are empirical
estimates. Ât is the advantage function. The advantage function (3.7) is a
way of measuring how good a new policy is with regard to the average
performance of an old policy.

Aπ(st, at) := Qπ(st, at)−Vπ(st) (3.7)

This trust region that TRPO uses helps the algorithm exploit the data
more efficiently than standard policy gradient methods. In equation 3.6 the
constraint is defined as the KL distance between the new and old policy
and is updated if the distance is smaller or equal to the threshold denoted
by δ. This constrains the change to an area where the algorithm is more
likely to be updated with an improved policy. Without this constraint, the
maximization would result in an excessively large policy update, which is
why the constraint defining the trust region is introduced.

The neural network representing the policy in TRPO predicts the
mean and uses a state independent standard deviation to create a normal
distribution (see figure 3 in the TRPO paper [39]). A continuous action
is then sampled from the distribution formed by the predicted mean and
standard deviation to obtain the action to be executed. This distribution
from which TRPO draws its actions from is shifted as the policy changes.
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PPO - Proximal Policy Optimization

PPO [38] is an extension of TRPO [39], and regarded as the standard
algorithm for complex problems at the renown research company OpenAI1

because of its good performance and ease of use. In [38] a new family of
policy gradient methods are proposed, namely proximal policy optimization
algorithms. Through interaction with the environment a PPO agent
sample data. The algorithm also optimizes a ’surrogate’ objective function
using stochastic gradient ascent. Most standard policy gradient algorithms
perform one gradient update per batch of data, PPO much like TRPO
enables multiple gradient steps per batch. PPO maximizes the same
objective as TRPO shown in equation 3.5, but finds another way than a
constraint to ensure that deviation from old to a new policy is sufficiently
small. PPO uses a clipped surrogate objective (3.9) to stay within the trust
region. The probability ratio between the new and old policy is denoted by
rt(θ) in equation 3.8

rt(θ) =
πθ(at|st)

πθold

(3.8)

The main objective to be maximized by PPO is the following 3.9

LCLIP(θ) = Êt

[
min(rt(θ)Ât, clip(rt(θ), 1− ε, 1 + ε)Ât

]
(3.9)

The first term inside this clipped objective is the objective maximized
by TRPO without the constraint. The second is the same as the first term
only that it removes the incentive of moving outside of this interval defined
as [1 − ε, 1 + ε]. Taking the minimum of the two objectives presents a
pessimistic bound on the policy update. The first term is only ignored if
it proposes a better update by moving outside the probability interval.

PPO uses the same structure as TRPO for the policy network by
predicting a vector of means the same size as the action space. Just
like TRPO it also uses a state independent standard deviation which
together the predicted mean constructs the normal distribution from which
it samples its actions from.

3.2.2 Evolutionary Algorithms

All the algorithms listed in this section will be tested for the control tasks of
DyRET. The respective algorithms are chosen based on previous research
where they have performed well on continuous tasks.

CMAES - Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy

CMAES [9] uses the principle of maximum-likelihood, making solutions
that resulted in good fitness the previous generation more probable for

1https://openai.com/
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the next one. It is stochastic and a derivative-free method, which means
that it does not consult any backpropagation algorithm if using an ANN to
approximate a function. CMAES simply consult the fitness of the network
constructed.

Individuals are created by sampling from a multivariate normal
distribution given by a mean µ, a step-size σ and a covariance matrix C. All
individuals within a population are subsequently tested for fitness. After
the entire population has been tested, the mean of the multivariate normal
distribution is shifted toward individuals with better performance, thus
trying to move in the direction of better solutions.

CMAES also uses evolution paths, which is recording of the distribution
mean over time. By storing information about the distribution mean over
time, it is possible to retrieve significant information about the correlation
between consecutive steps. This can be exploited in two ways. The
covariance matrix can adapt to change in favorable directions by increasing
variance. The other is to conduct step size control. This step size control
prevents premature convergence.

NES - Natural Evolution Strategy

Similar to CMAES [9] individuals in NES [53] are generated from a
distribution. These individuals form a population denoted θ, and the
distribution from which they are drawn is denoted by pφ(θ). NES aims
to maximize the expected fitness J(φ) = Eθ∼pφ

F(θ), where F is the fitness
function to evaluate individual θ. With mean φ and fixed covariance σ2 I,
the objective function J can be rewritten in terms of θ (3.10)

∇θ J(θ) =
1
σ

Eε∼N (0,I)F(θ + σε) (3.10)

Where ε denotes an individual drawn from the distribution N (0, I).
Similar to the policy gradient the update rule for θ becomes

θ ← θ + α
1

nσ

n

∑
i=1

F(θ + σεi)εi (3.11)

Where α denotes step size, and n is the population size. Using the
natural gradient (3.10) instead of the standard policy gradient (equation
2.12) can prevent early convergence and sufficiently large policy updates
[53].

NEAT - NeuroEvolution of Augmenting Topologies

In NEAT [46] in addition to learning weights, it also changes and adapts
the neural network topology to better fit the given optimization problem.

The algorithms uses three distinct techniques:

• It tracks a gene’s evolutionary history to allow crossover among
topologies
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• Preserves different solutions by applying speciation

• Develops different topologies incrementally from simple structures

NEAT is a GA which explicitly represents every connection and node in
the ANN. It normally starts by creating a network consisting only of input
and output layers. Through mutations where it can either add a connection
between neurons or add a neuron to the network incrementally, it develops
to a more complex network.

NEAT applies speciation to allow individuals to compete with similar
individuals instead of the entire population. This technique help with
regards to keeping the populations diverse and maintain a sufficient level
of exploration. A new node added to the neural network structure is
unlikely to have a contributing effect right away. Speciation helps to keep
these new neural network structures even if they perform bad relative
to the rest of the population. Similar topologies will belong to the same
group of individuals and will therefore, have time to optimize before being
removed from the population.

3.3 Requirements of a Reinforcement Learning Envir-
onment

To complete learning trials with DyRET, an environment which can
flexibly function as a module between the simulator gazebo and an
arbitrary algorithm needs to be constructed. The reinforcement learning
environment will have to be designed from scratch and needs to be
able to communicate with the simulator where there already exists a
complete model of DyRET. This environment will have to be modeled as
a reinforcement learning problem and will need the properties present
in such an environment so that a reinforcement learning algorithm can
be applied to it. This environment will need to be coupled with each
respectable algorithm to solve the constructed problems/tasks. An
indication as to what is needed to fulfill an RL environment can be viewed
in figure 2.2. From this figure it can be observed that an environment
returns a state and a reward signal and takes an action to be executed as an
input to the environment which the agent is located in.

DyRET needs a notion of state, and since the current setting is
continuous, a resolution/sample rate has to be set. Resolution will be
set in the simulator gazebo and will be the amount time for which the
environment will be rendered between state retrievals and after action
execution. All properties in the figure 2.2 has to be available to Dyret for it
to be able to learn via the reinforcement learning framework.

A simpler figure presenting the required properties can be viewed in
figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: The properties and flow of a reinforcement learning environ-
ment.

Below is an overview of which properties need to be provided to fulfill
the requirements of an RL description of an environment.

• State - DyRET needs a way to sense it’s environment and also a way
to sense it’s internal state. The state is the basis of which an algorithm
decides which action(s) to execute at a given time step.

• Action - An action vector is needed from which DyRET can send
commands to servos and maneuver itself. These commands will be
communicated to the model of DyRET in gazebo.

• Reward - A reward signal needs to be provided by the environment
based on the actions of DyRET to be able to discriminate between
good and bad interactions with the environment.

3.3.1 Construction of State

Since it does not exist any finished representation or conclusion of how the
state should be best represented, it is free to be designed. Representations
of similar environments in other projects and scientific papers therefore
need to be explored. From previous research, it may be possible to draw
inspiration on how to find the most efficient representation for the state of
DyRET.

A best possible combination of features representing the state will help
alleviate learning difficulties and will be less time consuming, concerning
learning in comparison to a sub-optimal state representation. It needs to
contain enough information for the RL algorithm to be able to interpret the
state. The state should be efficiently represented and should not contain
unnecessary or redundant information as this may complicate learning.
This may cause the algorithm to use longer time to learn a controller for
a given task, or not to learn at all.
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A designed state has to fulfill the previously mentioned markov property
[3], where a state is independent of the past given the present. This means
that given a sufficiently descriptive state vector, information of the past is
not needed and that an action can be chosen only dependent on the state of
a current time step. Therefore it is possible to use a function approximator
like an artificial neural network to predict the best possible action given only
a current state and be completely independent of the past.

3.3.2 Action

As a consequence of which state is the current state, an action needs to be
dispatched to the gazebo module. Since DyRET has 12 servos partitioned
on four legs, this will be the action space. Each dimension will therefore
represent a torque/angle command to each respective servo. This message
is sent to the designed environment from the algorithm and subsequently
forwarded to the model of DyRET in gazebo. The action is then executed
by the robot in the simulated environment.

3.3.3 Reward Signal - Defining The Task

Depending on what goal is to be reached or skill to be learned, a reward
signal will be designed. This reward signal will define the task and will
be the target that the given algorithm will optimize for. For one time step,
the reward signal describes how good the previous action was given the
previous state.

Different tasks can be constructed by designing various reward signals.
For example, a locomotion task can be described by rewarding forward
velocity in a certain direction, thus giving DyRET an incentive to move
forward in the given direction. A reward signal can also be designed to give
incentives for standing without falling over. Punishing the robot negatively
if it’s height is below a certain threshold, or the angle of the frame is very
steep may help it to avoid such states.

To successfully learn, the reward signal has to be differentiable and
through its design clearly stipulate what the learning goal is. Some learning
algorithms may also be susceptible to scaling of the reward. Therefore an
initially good reward signal may partially or entirely lose its description of
the learning goal.

It might be advantageous to construct several tasks to present altern-
ative control tasks if DyRET was to fail on learning any of the tasks using
a specific algorithm. These tasks may be designed to be of different com-
plexity, and it may this way be discovered if any of the algorithms failing
on a very complex task may be able to solve a less complex task. With
different tasks of different difficulty, it would also be possible to compare
algorithms both within the RL learning framework and across with the EA
learning framework.

These tasks could be made to have less complex state representation,
but also smaller action space, and also constructed as easier tasks. For
example, a task where the goal is for DyRET to learn to balance without
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falling over should be easier than learning the robot some kind of
locomotion. A smaller action space would be easier to learn as the learning
algorithms will have a smaller search space. An easier state representation
may also alleviate learning difficulties, as the function to approximate has
fewer variables.

3.4 Various Tasks of Various Complexity

To better understand the properties of each of the respectable machine
learning paradigms, it may be helpful to design various tasks of varying
complexity. DyRET will still be the robot to be tested, but various tasks
will be designed that will be of different complexity regarding exploration.
These tasks are designed in an effort to explore the exploration properties
and sophistication of each of the respective algorithms, also in an effort to
try to investigate how RL and EA compare on a larger and a more broad
scale.

Three tasks will be designed and will have the same complexity in
the form of the size of state and action dimension, but the individual
tasks will require a different amount of exploration before finding a good
policy. This way algorithms which holds good exploration properties may
overcome sub-optimal solutions. In the same way, algorithms which are
not sophisticated enough will either fail to solve the problem entirely or
stop learning because of some exploratory obstacle.

3.4.1 Task 1 - Forward velocity

The first task to learn DyRET is simply to generate forward velocity.
Starting state will be DyRET laying on the ground, and it will be rewarded
for any actions that may bring the robot forward in a given direction.
Finding an optimal policy for this task may not be easy, but this task may
not require extensive exploration to find a working policy. All algorithms
which are able to solve a problem of this dimension of complexity should
be able to produce a policy better than random for this task.

3.4.2 Task 2 - Balance

The second task will be to learn how to balance. Starting state of DyRET
will be upright, with all four legs pointing to the ground. From this
starting state the robot will have to figure out how to stay ’alive’ for as
long as possible as this is what generates reward. When moving under
a certain height threshold, the episode will be terminated, and it will
receive a big penalty. This task will be more difficult to find a policy
that will work as DyRET is not directly rewarded for moving in a certain
direction. At the beginning of training it is also seemingly random given
large negative rewards without directly being told why. The robot will
have to execute random actions until it figures out that staying above the
given threshold for a longer period of time will provide increased reward.
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Balance is expected to require more exploration than forward motion
because generating forward motion is directly available as a consequence
of a single action. Learning balance will require a longer sequence of
actions to discover a functioning policy.

3.4.3 Task 3 - Upright forward velocity

This task is rewarded in the same way as the first task for forward motion,
but in addition to generating forward motion, it will also have to stay above
a certain threshold. As a result of this threshold task, three is expected to
generate some form of upright forward locomotion of DyRET. Generating
forward motion while staying above a given height is expected to be the
most difficult task of the three to generate a working policy. This is because
of the complexity and different elements that the reward signal consists of.
An obvious local optimum is falling fast forward, finding a policy that is
able to move beyond the point in which it falls over is expected to need the
most exploration of the three tasks.
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Chapter 4

Implementation

Investigating the research questions in conjunction with DyRET is depend-
ent on an implementation which realizes the experiments. These experi-
ments are constructed in an effort to shed light on the research questions
of this thesis. How well the robot can learn using the discussed learning
paradigms, and how they compare.

All noteworthy components of the implementation will be communic-
ated in this chapter. The experiments will be realized through an imple-
mentation which mainly will include two major components:

• A reinforcement learning environment which will enable DyRET to
learn using the RL paradigm

• An implementation of the various algorithms to learn the robotic
system controller

Naturally, a communication system is needed since messages need to
flow between both the simulator, this RL environment, and the given
algorithm to be tested. These message interfaces will be using the
communication system of ROS which will be covered in the coming section.
Message interfaces will also include a standard RL interface which is
designed with the natural flow of an RL environment (see figure 2.2) in
mind. The communication interfaces enabling communication between
these components, and how they work will be elaborated in this chapter.

4.1 Tools and software

The implementation relies on various software tools to make experiments
tractable. Core aspects of the tools used will be conveyed in this chapter to
help the reader understand the usage of the tools and why they are needed.
All tools are available in the programming language python2.7 as this is the
language and version the implementation is developed in.

4.1.1 Gazebo and ROS

For simulating the robot DyRET, and testing out various algorithms, a
simulator called gazebo [15] is used. Gazebo is a high-quality simulator
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with a lot of opportunities, like for example constructing a custom robot.
DyRET has been recreated as a custom model in conjunction with another
project [29], it is this model which is used by this implementation. Through
another tool, ROS [33], it is possible to retrieve various information about
DyRET when in simulation. ROS communicates with gazebo to retrieve
relevant information about the model of the robot and the environment
surrounding it. This includes the position and orientation of different types
of elements, as well as the velocity and angle of the robot’s joints. This
information makes it possible to model DyRET as a reinforcement learning
problem and observe ’states’, and consequently give commands in the form
of joint angles or force depending on observed states.

Robot Operating System To connect with DyRET in gazebo, ROS - robot
operating system [33] is utilized. Using ROS also presents the opportunity
to link up and control Dyret in a real environment at a later stage if this
is desired. ROS is open-source, supported by a wide community and is
widely used in research. It is a natural tool to use when building robot
applications. The basic concepts of ROS are nodes, messages, topics, and
services.

Nodes A tool in ROS which performs computations. Nodes communic-
ate with each other by passing messages. Different nodes in a ROS system
can be viewed as software modules with different areas of responsibility.

Messages To communicate between nodes, messages are used to dis-
patch information. A message is a strictly typed data structure, so every
time a node receives a message, it can directly retrieve the information
needed.

Topics Messages can be published to topics, which can be seen as a form
of a common broadcaster. Nodes can subscribe to a broadcaster, thus
receiving information every time another node publishes a message to the
particular topic.

Services Topics are not suitable for synchronous communication between
two parts. Therefore services are defined in ROS to provide such an inter-
face. A service communicates with messages that are strictly typed, send-
ing one as request and receiving another message as a response.

Using the mentioned communication services, ROS can be used to com-
municate with gazebo and enable an implementation which effectively can
communicate with the simulated robot.

4.1.2 Implementation of RL and EA

To not start from basics when constructing the chosen algorithms, other
implementations used in previous research were utilized. This helps to ease
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the complexity of implementation and presents the opportunity to quickly
test out ideas and experiments regarding parameters for the machine
learning models.

The reinforcement learning algorithms uses Chainer [51] and is implemen-
ted using a chainer GitHub repository1 containing all RL algorithms used.
Like other frameworks for machine learning tools, Chainer exists to ease
the implementation of machine learning programs, i.e. the construction of
artificial neural networks. It also supports running programs with GPU.

A previous paper [55] which concerns comparisons on continuous
tasks using RL and EA made implementations publicly available2. EA
methods of CMA-ES [9] and NEAT [46] that were implemented in this
previous research uses software packages such as cma3 and neat-python4.
The evolutionary algorithms used in this thesis are implemented using
these publicly available implementations.

4.1.3 Other Tools

Other software packages include numpy5 which is a library used for
mathematical operations.

4.2 Designing the Environment

For DyRET to learn a skill within the reinforcement learning paradigm, an
environment needs to be constructed. This environment to be constructed
will serve as the interface between the simulated robot in gazebo and any
arbitrary algorithm. It will define concepts talked about in the previous
section such as the reward signal, construction of state and the action vector.
This action vector will be forwarded from the algorithm to the model in the
simulator.

Gazebo will serve as the simulator for DyRET. This environment to be
constructed will have to communicate with both gazebo as the simulator
of DyRET, as well as an algorithm receiving information and giving
instructions in the form of action vectors and reset commands.

Through gazebo’s interface with ROS, it is possible to communicate with
the environment and the model of DyRET. The communication is done via
ROS communication tools topics and services which was explained earlier in
this chapter. These communication tools are utilized when communicating
between the robot in the simulator and the environment controlling the
model. This control environment will act as an in-between communication
layer between an algorithm and the simulated robot. All properties
which inherently exists in the RL paradigm has to be implemented in this
communication interface.

1https://github.com/chainer/chainerrl
2https://github.com/ShangtongZhang/DistributedES
3https://pypi.org/project/cma/
4https://pypi.org/project/neat-python/
5https://pypi.org/project/numpy/
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The entire implementation of the RL environment consists of three
major modules that transmit and receives information. A basic overview of
these modules and how the communication flow will work between them
is depicted in the figure 4.1. This module to handle communication to
and from the gazebo and algorithm module, as well as processing values
received, will be named DyretControlEnv

Figure 4.1: Communication between modules

Implementing an environment for DyRET in which any desirable
algorithm can be used needs to be as flexible as possible. The environment
to be constructed will need both a communication interface with the model
and environment of DyRET in gazebo, as well as an interface to any
algorithms used for learning and testing. This implementation needs to
support state and reward retrieval from gazebo, also commands such
as sending action messages from a given algorithm. What information
DyretControlEnv receives and what is processed inside the module itself
will be discussed in the coming sections.

4.2.1 Algorithm Communication

The designed environment will need some functionality to be able to
flexibly communicate with any arbitrary algorithm that coheres to the
communication contract of DyretControlEnv. Drawing inspiration from
how OpenAI gym environments [4] is implemented, the needed information
to be sent and received from an RL environment is packed into the reset and
step functions.

• The reset function is used when resetting the environment, either if
the environment has been simulated for some threshold of max time
steps, or if a model has exceeded some threshold, i.e., falling over.

• A step function contains information necessary to be communicated
from one time step to the next. In figure 2.2, a step to the next
time step is the amount of time the environment is simulated while
an action at is executed. The environment at time step t + 1 is the
result of action at executed for this given amount of simulation time.
The environment is now at the next time step and state and reward
information needs to be retrieved to observe the state of the model as
well as to observe the reward generated by the previous action.
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In figure 4.2 information flowing between DyretControlEnv and an arbitrary
algorithm is depicted. The environment controlling DyRET in simulation
need information such as the action vector and if DyRET for some reason is
to be reset. DyretControlEnv transmits information such as state, a reward
and if the simulation is done. State is needed for the algorithm to process
the current environment, reward is required to receive information on how
good the transition from the previous time step to the current was. Lastly
the boolean done parameter is needed for the algorithm to know when an
episode has finished. When an episode is finished the algorithm sends back
a reset message, communicating to DyretControlEnv that the simulation in
gazebo should be reset, and subsequently start a new episode.

Figure 4.2: DyRET environment to Algorithm Communication

4.2.2 Gazebo Communitcation

Through various calls to gazebo using ROS communication tools topics and
services DyretControlEnv receives information about the model of DyRET
in simulation. This means that before DyretControlEnv can provide a given
algorithm with information such as state, reward and if the episode is done or
not, it needs to construct these parameters with information received from
gazebo.

A state representation needs to be constructed, so that it can effectively
communicate the state of DyRET. Also, the reward scheme needs to be
designed. This means deciding on what and how to reward DyRET for
certain behaviors. Furthermore, based on the information from gazebo
DyretControlEnv needs to understand whether or not the current episode
is to be terminated, subsequently sending a done signal to the algorithm
defining the end of an episode. In figure 4.3 communication between
DyretControlEnv and gazebo is depicted. As can be observed, information
coming from the gazebo module is information about the model which is
a result of several calls. From this information received from the model
in gazebo it is possible to construct a state and to calculate the given
reward signal This processed information is subsequently sent to the given
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algorithm controlling the robot in the simulator at the given time.

Figure 4.3: Communication between DyRET environment and the simula-
tion program gazebo

DyretControlEnv transmits only the action vector received from the
algorithm module, the reset command is only transmitted if the current state
marks the end of an episode. This reset command will consequently set the
robot in the simulator back to an initial position and start the simulation
over again.

4.3 DyretControlEnv

The control environment functions as an abstraction layer to more easily be
able to pair the model of DyRET in gazebo with any arbitrary algorithm.
Accomplishing this in an agile way will help with achieving learning tasks
for DyRET. Furthermore, it may also provide a flexible implementation
which can be used in future research.

Some processing in the DyretControlEnv module is needed to provide
the necessary information to the algorithm module. It is also expedient to
define commands needed to be sent to the simulator in the module instead
of defining them in every algorithm utilized.

DyretControlEnv will need to process information from gazebo to be
able to provide the given algorithm with the state of DyRET as well as a
reward signal for the given task.

4.3.1 State Description

A constructed state will have to be as descriptive as possible, not having
redundant or unnecessary information. This will help achieve the goal of
making it tractable to perform reinforcement learning on DyRET. The full
description of state can be found in table 4.1.

As can be observed from the above table (4.1) the state consists of 35 di-
mensions. At every time step the information needed to construct this state
vector will be provided by gazebo and communicated to DyretControlEnv.
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Index Observation Description
0 roll Roll of robot, unit given in radians
1 pitch Pitch of robot, unit given in radians
2 yaw Yaw of robot, unit given in radians
3 position_z Height of DyRET
4 linear_velocity_x Linear velocity in x direction
5 linear_velocity_y Linear velocity in y direction
6 linear_velocity_z Linear velocity in z direction

7:19 joint_positions[]
Joint positions for all servos.
Position angles are given in radians.

19:31 joint_velocities[] Joint velocities for all servos.

31 bl_force
Back left leg contact force.
Last 10 contacts summed.

32 br_force
Back right leg contact force.
Last 10 contacts summed.

33 fl_force
Front left leg contact force.
Last 10 contacts summed.

34 fr_force
Front right leg contact force.
Last 10 contacts summed.

Table 4.1: This table represents the full description of the state observed by
an agent performing actions in the DyRET environment. In total the state
consists of 35 data points.

In this module, each of the respective data points which the state vector
consists of will be extracted from the model information. Subsequently, a
vector consisting of these 35 values will be sent from the module to the al-
gorithm. Likewise, action vectors sent from the algorithm will be sent to
DyretControlEnv and subsequently forwarded to the simulator so that the
particular action can be executed at the next time step.

A full state should be able to thoroughly describe the relevant
surrounding information and internal information of DyRET so that it can
effectively use this information to execute its next action. The information
contained in the state is present because it is deemed relevant. This state
vector has been constructed with inspiration from previous research within
the field of robotics and reinforcement learning. To make RL possible in any
type of environment a good reward signal is also needed.

4.3.2 Reward signals

In likeness to how the state vector is constructed, DyretControlEnv module
will also have to construct the reward signal(s) based on information
retrieved from the gazebo module. Reward signal definition will be
dependent on the given task, and should correctly reflect what the task
to be completed is. A reward signal will have to be as descriptive as
possible, but also restrictive as not to enable the robot to optimize for some
unintentional goal. If a reward signal is poorly designed, an agent can
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easily exploit this. For example, if the task at hand were balancing, with
a too low threshold on falling DyRET would look for the easiest way out.
The easiest way to balance in this case would probably be to get down on
the ’knees’ or create some stable triangle. This may produce an unrealistic
or unwanted solution, and may not be feasible if the robot were placed in a
real environment. There may also exist several solutions to such a problem.
Using the mentioned example, one might counteract such behavior by
designing the threshold of falling to be higher. One might also provide
incentives to DyRET so that it will position itself to stand taller after finding
a stable position. To avoid unwanted behavior, the reward signal has to be
well defined and tested, ensuring that the agent is unable to exploit the
signal.

4.3.3 Three tasks of various complexity

The different tasks are not of different complexity in the form of dimension
size in action or state space. It is expected that the three different tasks will
be of varying difficulty and that a different amount of exploration will be
needed to achieve a good policy. The three tasks as represented previously
in this thesis (see section 3.4) are the following: forward velocity, balance, and
upright forward velocity.

The idea behind designing these three tasks is an attempt to define three
different tasks of different complexity, it may also enable a better basis for
comparison between the various algorithms. The only difference between
the task upright forward velocity and task forward velocity is the height
threshold of termination and a negative reward for contacts. Negative
rewards for contact forces is given in an effort to encourage a smooth walk
rather than a hopping gait.

Forward velocity

This task is defined as forward velocity without height threshold, the
episode is not terminated until it has reached max time steps within
an episode. Because of no thresholds, and no termination before max
time steps within an episode this should be the easiest task to produce a
functioning policy. The reward signal for this task is defined in equation
4.1.

R = vy − Cv ∗ |vx| − Cctrl ∗ |u|2 (4.1)

Only velocity in the desired direction is given as a positive reward. A
negative reward Cv ∗ |vx| is given for velocity in the wrong direction, as
well as a negative reward for excessive control multiplied with a constant
(Cctrl |u|2). Starting state of DyRET for the velocity control task can be seen
in the figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Starting state of the robot DyRET for the control task velocity

Balance

The task is constructed in order to give incentive to DyRET for staying
above a certain height threshold as well as staying balanced. If DyRET
moves under this threshold the episode is terminated. This task should be
easier than staying above a certain threshold and optimizing for forward
velocity, but more difficult than just optimizing for forward velocity
without any threshold. It should however be easier to reach a global
maximum than any of the other two tasks since a very good solution
approximated to be a global maximum may be easier to find for balancing.
The reward signal for this task is defined in equation 4.2.

R = 0.5− Cangle ∗ (|roll|+ |pitch|)− Cctrl ∗ |u|2 (4.2)

The balancing task has a constant value of 0.5 for staying alive per time
step. It also has a punishment for angle, encouraging the robot to stay
leveled. This negative reward might help DyRET more easily to optimize
towards balance and not to move under the height threshold. A small
punishment for control is also given, discouraging excessive control of
joints as this may cause overcompensation for small variations in the angle
of DyRET. Starting state of DyRET can be seen in the figure 4.5.

Upright Forward Velocity

The goal of this task is to generate some kind of forward locomotion for
DyREt. It is designed to give DyRET an incentive for moving forward.
In addition to moving forward, the episode is terminated when the robot
moves under the same threshold as in the balance task. This makes this task
the most difficult. DyRET has to figure out how to move forward at the
same time as making sure not to move under this threshold to terminate
the episode. The reward signal for this task is defined in equation 4.3.
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Figure 4.5: Starting state of the robot DyRET for the control task balance

R = vy − Cv ∗ |vx| − Ccontact ∗ (bl + br + f l + f r)− Cctrl ∗ |u|2 (4.3)

Forward motion with threshold - Forward velocity is rewarded. The
episode is terminated when height is under a certain threshold or angle is
over a certain threshold. Starting state of DyRET for this task is the same
as the balance task (see figure 4.5).
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Chapter 5

Experiments and results

First in this chapter is an outline of the experiments to be completed.
Descriptions of how the various algorithms are setup and hyperparameters
are also communicated through this first section. The rest of this chapter
is mainly divided concerning the results of the various control tasks,
respectively forward velocity, balance, and upright forward velocity. Included
in these sections are how the various algorithms performed on the specific
task. Concluding each control task experiment is also how the various
algorithms compare to each other on the given task.

Because of bad experiment planning for the evolutionary algorithms
they fail to learn for the forward velcoity task for which they are tested
for. Experiments of the EAs were planned to be completed for only the
first control task forward velocity, but after the experiments were completed
significant flaws in the implementation of these were discovered. Results
for the EAs are still reported but little time is devoted to analyzing these.

The experiments displayed in this chapter will hopefully answer the
questions investigated in this thesis:

Is it possible to perform task learning using reinforcement learning on
the robotic system DyRET?

Is it possible to perform task learning using evolutionary algorithms in
a reinforcement learning setting on the robotic system DyRET?

How does the reinforcement learning approach compare to the evolu-
tionary algorithm approach on task learning given various levels of com-
plexity on the tasks?

5.1 Experiments outline

This section will discuss how the experiments are designed and the
purpose of the various experiments. A hypothesis of how the RL
algorithms are expected to perform on the different tasks will also
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be presented. Additionally, parameters for algorithms and simulation
properties will be discussed and mediated.

5.1.1 Simulation, baselines, and parameters

Considering that in total six different algorithms are tested and a single
collection of 2 million time steps takes roughly 11-13 hours to complete,
parameter search is considered out of the scope for this project. The
implementation in this thesis will instead use previously documented good
parameter values for the respective algorithms. All algorithms used will
use the same neural network internal structure which is stated in the
table 5.1. This excludes NEAT [46] since this algorithm evolves the neural
network structure as part of the algorithm. Variations of how the output
of the network which represents the action to be predicted will occur. This
is specified in the sections explaining the various algorithms (see sections
3.2.1 and 3.2.2).

Simulation parameters ANN parameters
Max steps per run 2M Layers 2
Max inter episode steps 1024 Nodes 64
Runs 5 Activation tanh

Table 5.1: Simulation and neural network parameters

In table 5.1 the simulation parameters and internal neural network
structure are presented. Experiments will collect 2 million time steps before
termination over five different runs with random seeds. The velocity control
task is the first to be tested since this is thought to be the easiest of the three
to find a working policy.

RL setup and more

As mentioned all RL baselines are implemented using the chainerrl github
repository1 which builds on top of the chainer machine learning framework.
This is simply because they were available in the same python version (2.7)
as ROS is using.

The neural networks for the reinforcement algorithms TRPO and PPO
will look like the one depicted in figure 5.1. Input is the state which has
35 dimensions as described in table 4.1. The output of the network is the
predicted mean, and together with a state independent standard deviation,
the variables form a normal distribution. Actions to be executed is sampled
from all 12 distributions to define the torque forces of each servo to be
executed. The neural network predicting actions to be executed for the
algorithm DDPG will output 12 continuous values and then be added with
noise for exploration like the architecture described in 3.2.1.

1https://github.com/chainer/chainerrl
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Figure 5.1: An illustration of how the neural network will look like for the
reinforcement learning algorithms TRPO and PPO.

In the following table 5.2 parameters for the RL algorithms are
presented for reproduction purposes. To keep it simple, most parameters
are the same used in the original papers of the algorithms.

RL algorithms DDPG
Adam learning rate 3 ∗ 1e− 4 Actor learning rate (αa) 1e− 3
Discount (γ) 0.99 Critic learning rate (αc) 1e− 2

Minibatch size 64

TRPO
Stepsize (DKL) 0.01
Update interval 1024

PPO
GAE (λ) 0.95
Update interval 1024
Minibatch size 64
Epochs 10

Table 5.2: An overview over all deemed to be relevant hyperparameters of
all the reinforcement learning algorithms

The plots of the performance for all the reinforcement learning al-
gorithms depicts the average reward obtained per episode for the specific
time step. Shaded area of the plots indicates the standard deviation from
the average.

EA setup and more

EA methods use publicly made available implementations from previous
research [55]. The neural network for the evolutionary algorithms will not
predict a gaussian distribution. Since the EAs runs for entire episodes and
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does not look at specific actions related to state, it does not make sense
to represent the action the same way as the TRPO and PPO RL methods
do. The output is still 12 dimensional, but instead of predicting means for
the distributions, a single continuous value representing the torque force is
used.

Limited research exists for evolutionary algorithms in the continuous
domain in a reinforcement learning setting. It is therefore difficult to set the
parameters for the algorithms to be tested. This may affect the performance
of the respectable EA algorithms, so this has to be considered as a factor
of uncertainty considering the validity of the experiments. EA baselines
used are implemented using the implementations from a paper comparing
reinforcement learning and evolutionary methods in continuous control
[55]. The authors of this paper also made available implementations of
the evolutionary algorithms CMA-ES [9], NEAT [46], and NES [53]. Other
than the hyperparameters specified in table 5.3, implementations used in
this thesis uses the default hyperparameters used in [55].

Previous research has shown that EA potentially can be a lot faster
than RL algorithms to learn a policy considering that it works faster with
parallelization compared to parallelized RL. Since parallelization was not
implemented in this thesis, evolutionary algorithms showing potential
may have to run for longer to gather more experience.

Evolutionary algorithms CMA-ES
Population size 64 Sigma (σ) 0.1
Evaluations 10

NES
Sigma (σ) 0.1
Learning rate (α) 0.1

Table 5.3: An overview over all the deemed to be relevant hyperparameters
of the various evolutionary algorithms

As mentioned in table 5.3, the EAs have a population size of 64 and
run ten evaluations on every individual in this population. The fitness of
the individual is then the mean of the rewards obtained during those ten
evaluations. It is this mean reward for every individual that is plotted as
genome fitness on the y-axis in the EA results.

The significant flaw in this implementation regarding the EAs is this
setup of population size and the number of evaluations. Given that
simulation for a single episodes lasts for 1024 time steps and each EA
has a population size of 64 and has ten evaluations, one generation is
64 ∗ 10 ∗ 1024 ≈ 655k. This setup is not very suitable for the EAs in the sense
that all algorithms are only evaluated for 2 million time steps. The EAs are
only able to produce three generations before the limit of time steps has
been reached. This is a big mistake in the implementation and planning of
the EA experiments, very little time will therefore be devoted to analyzing
and commenting on the EA results.
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5.2 Control task 1 - Forward velocity

This first control task is expected to be the easiest of the three control tasks
to be investigated. The reason it is expected to be the easiest is that it should
be easier for this task than the other two to discover how to optimize actions
executed with respect to the reward signal. Less exploration should be
needed and reward signal feedback will be an almost instant feedback as
a result of an action executed by the robot. Because of this instantaneous
feedback as a consequence of an action performed, the reward horizon will
be very short. That is the time from an action is executed by the agent to
the agent actually observes the reward gained from executing that specific
action. A short reward horizon will benefit the search for an appropriate
action to execute in an arbitrary state.

Because of this short reward horizon, it is expected that algorithms that
do not manage to solve this task will not be able to solve the other control
tasks either. In context with this it is also expected to see a decrease in time
to convergence as well as the rate of learning as the control tasks become
increasingly complex.

5.2.1 EA results

As can be observed for the performance of all EA methods, they fail to
learn. Neither CMA-ES (see figure 5.2) and NEAT (see figure 5.4) learns
anything, while NES (see figure 5.3) can be seen to have a small learning
trend. This is however negligible when compared to the performance of
the reinforcement learning algorithms.

5.2.2 RL results

It can be observed in figure 5.5 that the DDPG algorithm manages relatively
fast to optimize its actions with respect to the reward signal. During
the first 250k time steps of the forward velocity task, the algorithm has a
relatively steep learning curve. From this point, it learns at a much slower
rate and eventually seems to converge when it has collected about 750k
time steps worth of experience. It can also be observed that DDPG displays
a quite large variance for the policy learned.

In figure 5.6 it can be observed that TRPO manages to learn a policy
which performs over double the converged performance of the DDPG
algorithm (figure 5.5). TRPO has a lot less variance and is considerably
more stable and learns at a higher rate throughout the entire experiment.
An interesting observation is that both DDPG and TRPO has managed to
learn a policy which on average obtains 100 in reward at the time when
they both have gathered 250k time steps worth of experience. This may
point to that as learning progresses, DDPG loses its exploitation ability and
consequently settles for a local optimum in the form of a worse performing
policy. TRPO, on the other hand, does not seem to encounter a local
optimum and further improves the control policy consequently learning
a policy which on average obtains a little over 400 rewards per episode.
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Figure 5.2: Performance of CMA-ES on velocity task

The performance of PPO can be seen in figure 5.7. This algorithm
outperforms DDPG and seemingly has a higher learning rate than TRPO.
It manages to learn a policy which obtains 300 in reward per episode in
just 250k time steps gathered which already is 1/3 better than the resulting
performance of DDPG.

In figure 5.8 the performance of all reinforcement learning algorithms
can be observed. TRPO and PPO clearly outperform DDPG which
converges at a worse performing policy. PPO can be seen to learn at a
much faster rate at the beginning of training compared to the other two
RL algorithms, but then settles for a policy which has about the same
performance as TRPO. As can be observed from figure 5.7 PPO obtains the
best performing policies during training. It does however adjust learned
policies and terminally learn policies which are more stable and seemingly
inhabits less variance.

5.3 Control task 2 - Balance

The goal of this control task is to obtain a stable balancing control based on
the information received from the state of the robot. Even though this task
requires a more passive approach control wise, it is expected to be a more
difficult task to learn in relation to the first control task where the goal was
to generate forward velocity. Since the robot is rewarded for staying "alive"
and is penalized for going below a predefined height threshold, it does not
immediately receive feedback for executed actions. To learn such a task,
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Figure 5.3: Performance of NES on velocity task

a longer sequence of actions is needed to be explored before arriving at a
conclusion as to which actions is desirable given state. Actions performed
at the start of an episode will affect whether or not it will be possible
for DyRET to stay above the given height threshold later on. This series
of actions and the context the series has in conjunction with this height
threshold needs to be learned. The reward horizon is longer ahead than for
the velocity control task, and hence the task is more complex and requires
more exploration.

The first algorithm to be examined for the balance task is DDPG.
Performance of this algorithm on this task can be observed in figure
5.9. For the forward velocity control task it is outperformed by the two
other reinforcement learning algorithms TRPO and PPO. It does however
manage to find a better policy than random (figure 5.5). For the balance
control task DDPG fails to learn a good policy. The algorithm seems to
learn a policy which performs slightly better than the initial policy, but
this is negligible. This may prove that the balance task is a more difficult
task to learn a good policy for. The reason may be due to the longer
reward horizon. Consequently, the algorithm fails to learn the connection
between the penalty suffered when falling below the height threshold and
the preceding executed actions.

Performance of TRPO can be observed in figure 5.10. TRPO successfully
manages to learn a policy which keeps DyRET above the height threshold
and therefore manages to learn how to balance. Learning rate starts out
slowly but eventually gains traction and eventually reaches what seems to
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Figure 5.4: Performance of NEAT on velocity task

be the global optimum. It seems that even though it reaches a good policy,
there still exists some variance. TRPO relatively quickly reaches the global
optimum and stays there exploring similar policies throughout the rest of
the training.

Figure 5.11 displays the performance of the PPO algorithm on the
balance control task. The last reinforcement learning algorithm PPO
reaches this global optimum before gathering 250k time steps worth of
experience. Performance does however decrease throughout training, and
the algorithm seems to converge at a policy which on average have poorer
performance, but less variance.

In likeness to the previous tasks, it can be observed that PPO learns
faster than the TRPO algorithm. The algorithms reach the best performing
policy about 100k time steps before TRPO. PPO does however end up
at a policy which has poorer performance than the policy learned by
TRPO. Unlike PPO and TRPO, the DDPG algorithm is not able to learn
a functioning policy.

5.4 Control task 3 - Upright forward velocity

For this third and expected to be most difficult of the three control task
the assignment is to generate forward motion while staying above a height
threshold. As a result, DyRET will hopefully produce some kind of realistic
gait. In this control task there do exists some obvious local optimums like
falling forward as fast as possible. This task may be easier to instantly
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Figure 5.5: Performance of DDPG on velocity task

optimize for than the balance control task, since when executing an action
the agent may get an almost instant feedback when generating forward
motion. On the other hand, the reward signal is compounded of more
elements than the former control tasks forward velocity, and balance. As a
result, it might be more difficult to improve an existing policy since the
reward signal is more complex.

Performance of the DDPG algorithm for the upright forward velocity
control task is displayed in figure 5.13. For the final task, DDPG seems
to have too large variance and too poor exploitation properties to learn.
It does learn a policy slightly better than just falling down, but this does
not seem to be a significantly improved policy. DDPG ends up in the local
optima which are to instantly move forward and then fall down under the
defined height threshold.

The TRPO achieves a policy which obtains a little below 600 in reward
per episode on average, the performance is displayed in figure 5.14. It
does look like TRPO needs to collect some data before the rate of learning
accelerates significantly. The algorithm learns at a slow pace until it has
collected 250k time steps worth of experience. In the course of the 2 million
simulated time steps it reaches a top policy which on average manages to
obtain slightly under 600 worth of rewards per episode. This algorithm
should have been simulated for a longer time until convergence as it is
apparent that the performance has yet to converge. The variance of the
performance is also quite large which indicates that the policy learned is
not very stable.
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Figure 5.6: Performance of TRPO on velocity task

Performance of the PPO algorithm for this task is displayed in figure
5.15. See an example of a policy generated in simulation, figure 5.17).
The average performance of PPO ends up being somewhat below the
performance of TRPO with a policy on average obtaining around 400 in
reward per episode. In likeness to the other control task it does however
more quickly reach a better policy than TRPO but performs worse in the
long run. This algorithm should also have been simulated for more time
steps as the performance does not seem to have converged.

5.5 Summary of findings

An example of the policies generated by the reinforcement learning
algorithms can be seen by visiting the link at the footer2. This video shows
some of the best policies generated for each respective task.

The reinforcement learning algorithms TRPO and PPO clearly outper-
forms the DDPG algorithm. The DDPG algorithm exhibits much variance
which may affect its ability of exploitation. When comparing TRPO and
PPO, PPO slightly outperformed the other on the velocity control task (fig-
ure 5.8). TRPO ended up with a better performing policy both on the bal-
ance (figure 5.12) control task, as well as the upright forward velocity (figure
5.16) task. PPO did however find the best performing policies during train-
ing even though the algorithm ended on a worse performing policy.

2https://youtu.be/r0M_ty-1pxo
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Figure 5.7: Performance of PPO on velocity task

It can be concluded that reinforcement learning algorithms are very
data efficient and can learn very complex control problems like the ones
displayed here. Reinforcement learning is to some degree successfully able
to learn the designed control tasks for DyRET.

Because of the failed experiments for the EA, no statement can be
made about the comparison between the reinforcement learning and
evolutionary algorithm learning paradigm. It is not however possible
to summarize similarities and differences based on prior research. In
hindsight, it is evident that more time was needed to conduct the
experiments concerning the evolutionary algorithms. It is clear that to
back up and answer the research questions of this thesis regarding the
evolutionary algorithms, correctly designed, lengthier and more thorough
experiments are required.

The best algorithms TRPO and PPO are able to learn a good policy on
all tasks. PPO also seems to have a more significant rate of learning for less
data than TRPO on all tasks tested. TRPO does however reach about the
same score as PPO at convergence. DDPG is able to learn a policy but does
not reach the same magnitude of reward as the aforementioned algorithms
on the balance control task. Other than this task DDPG does not achieve any
performance results of significance.
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Figure 5.8: Performance of all RL algorithms on velocity task

Figure 5.9: Performance of DDPG on balance task
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Figure 5.10: Performance of TRPO on balance task

Figure 5.11: Performance of PPO on balance task
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Figure 5.12: Performance of all reinforcement learning algorithms on the
balance task

Figure 5.13: Performance of DDPG on upright locomotion task
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Figure 5.14: Performance of TRPO on upright locomotion task

Figure 5.15: Performance of PPO on upright locomotion task
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Figure 5.16: Performance of PPO on upright locomotion task

Figure 5.17: Policy generated of PPO in simulation on upright forward
velocity control task
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Chapter 6

Discussion

In the following chapter, the performance of the reinforcement learning
framework will be discussed and analyzed. A discussion concerning the
results will be presented, furthermore thoughts on why the particular al-
gorithms fail/succeed to learn the respective control tasks. Analysis of
the evolutionary algorithms is useless because of the failed experiments.
An overview over comparison research between the two learning frame-
works can still be completed. Based on prior research, the main differ-
ences between the machine learning frameworks reinforcement learning
and evolutionary algorithms will also be reflected upon.

Results show that reinforcement learning is a viable way of learning
control tasks on DyRET, at least in simulation. The learning framework
is data efficient and learns quite sophisticated policies. However, how
realistic are these policies that are generated and can the policies learned
in simulation be tractable in the real world? How is it possible to further
ensure that the policies found in simulation can function in a real-world
environment?

6.1 Task performance

6.1.1 Performance of EA

Because of the poor planning of the EA experiments no conclusion can
be made about the performance on the designed control tasks. It is
however possible to summarize what previous research has found and
what information this provides relative to the research questions of this
thesis.

6.1.2 Performance of RL

The PPO and TRPO algorithms outperformed DDPG. This may testify that
DDPG has poor exploration properties, and/or may not be as data efficient
as the formerly mentioned algorithms.

Both a weakness and an advantage that the DDPG algorithm has is
that it draws a batch from its experience every time step. It starts training
when the replay buffer has grown to be the minimum size which often
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is the size of the training batch. The algorithm then uniformly draws
samples from its experience buffer to form a training batch, computes
losses, and then updates the actor and critic neural networks. This way
of training is to give DDPG a set of uncorrelated events and is designed
to counteract variance and correlated transitions. The replay buffer might
end up getting too big, resulting in an over-representation of old transitions
which does not represent the current challenge in the environment. When
uniformly sampling from this replay buffer the chances are smaller that
needed transitions are sampled. The consequence might be that DDPG
does not learn from experience which is relevant at the current time, and
therefore is not able to progress when the replay buffer grows larger. From
the results it was observed that DDPG does manage to achieve the same
amount of reward in the same period of time as TRPO on the velocity
control task (see figure 5.8). This result may support this theory that DDPG
lacks the measures to learn complex problems which requires a lot of data
samples.

There does however exists an extension combating this problem, called
prioritized experience replay [37]. This type of replay memory which stores
transition experiences to use in the training batch, whilst the original
DDPG algorithm uses uniform sampling. The paper [37] find that using
a prioritized experience replay increases the speed of learning by a factor
of two. However prioritized experience replay was not used in this
implementation.

The DDPG paper [19] also mentions that for more complex tasks the
algorithm has worse Q-estimates, but is reported to still achieve good
policies. This however, may be a relatively more straightforward task than
the control tasks tried to be learned in this thesis

As mentioned previously in this paper, TRPO and PPO are very much
related. They are related in the sense that they both stay within a "trust
region" when optimizing for a problem. This means that by not diverging
too far from a current policy the algorithm can be more confident that the
estimated gradient is true. If the policy were to update naively, it would
just take a very large step towards the calculated gradient. A problem
with this is that the gradient becomes increasingly uncertain the farther
away we move from a currently tested policy. By creating a trust region,
the algorithm is more confident that the update it makes is closer to the
true policy gradient. This technique of carefully updating the policy may
explain why TRPO and PPO are suitable for solving complex and high
dimensional problems which require a lot of data.

6.2 Inherent differences RL and EA

Previous research has clearly shown that EA methods are usually less
sample efficient than RL algorithms. The NES algorithm of the EAs was
the only one that was able to show an ability to learn the simplest control
problem. It is however not possible to draw a conclusion based on the EA
experiments of this thesis.
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As mentioned, since the evolutionary algorithm experiments failed no
conclusion can be made between the two learning frameworks regarding
performance on DyRET. It therefore not possible to base this discussion on
the results obtained in this thesis. This discussion can however be based
on previous research and may indicate as to which method to use in which
cases.

Both RL and EA have in prior research shown good performance on
very complex tasks. Previous comparison research does also show that
some primary pros and cons do exist when utilizing the two methods of
learning [10, 36, 47, 55]. Even though there are slight similarities between
both learning methods, the two frameworks stand out regarding some
aspects.

Reinforcement learning is markov decision process based, evolutionary
algorithms are not. RL algorithms can observe a current state and take
actions based on that specific state. This way RL can learn a sequential
problem as it progresses. An RL agent has the potential of learning
something every time step in the environment since it executes actions and
receives feedback immediately in the form of rewards. This is very different
from EAs which is in need to simulate an entire episode or any other given
interval before receiving feedback. Consequently, there is only one initial
stochastic variation in the policy per episode whereas in RL the policy can
potentially be updated for every time step encountered.

EA is more efficient in conjunction with parallelization. Because EA
methods do not update the policy every time step and do this only once
per episode, makes it much easier to parallelize than RL. Reinforcement
learning algorithms would have to communicate the gradient every time
step or every time the agent is updated. EA on the other hand only needs
to communicate a scalar indicating the reward obtained for the episode.
The much more infrequent communication needed between potential EA
workers makes it much more suitable and efficient for parallelization.

Evolutionary algorithms do not need to calculate gradients and therefore
no need for backpropagation. Since EAs does not require backpropaga-
tion computation costs are decreased, a previous comparison paper [36] es-
timates this to be about two-thirds saved in computation costs per episode.
Consequently, only scalar rewards obtained is needed to be communicated
if the algorithm is to be parallelized as was mentioned in the previous para-
graph.

Evolutionary algorithms can exhibit greater exploration properties than
RL in some cases. Previous research [36] has shown that the EA learning
method evolution strategies (ES) are able to learn a wider variety of policies
than that of its RL counterparts. For a humanoid locomotion task [48]
policies learned include walking sideways and backward which is never
observed for the policies learned by TRPO. This behavior may logically
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be explained by the way the respective learning frameworks function.
RL optimizes its policy based on a current policy, which means that the
updated policy may be close to the previous policy. EAs, on the other hand,
have random perturbations in parameter space which effectively means
that an updated policy need not lie close to a previous policy or the initial
policy. In RL the transitions encountered are more an effect of the current
policy than if it is compared to the EA paradigm.

Reinforcement learning algorithms have shown to be more data efficient
than evolutionary algorithms It is known that reinforcement learning
has been known to exhibit better exploitation of data properties than that of
evolutionary algorithms. RL better exploits data since it potentially learns
and changes the policy every new environment transition encountered. In
some problems in previous research, EA has been known to need between
3 times and ten times the data to match the performance of their RL
counterparts [36]. Meanwhile, EA periodically adjusts its policy after
every episode or after every generation is done evaluating. EAs are also
generational since it constructs a population of policies every generation,
where individuals generated is at risk of being useless. Even though
these individuals are discarded for the next generation, it still causes some
overhead computation time. Reinforcement learning algorithms, on the
other hand, learn even though the agent learns using a bad performing
policy since it learns from its mistakes.

6.3 How realistic are the policies learned? What may
be needed to learn realistic policies?

Why do we not see the same breakthrough with RL algorithms everywhere
it is applicable, for example in a real-world setting? Computing power has
become easier to utilize, but the transition from simulation to the real world
is still a major challenge.

When simulating a robot, the researcher theoretically has access to
an unlimited amount of data. It is therefore possible to generate very
sophisticated policies. In the real world obtaining data is costly, for
both the robot and the researcher. As a consequence, smart models
describing the environment may be used, for example, splines or other
smart parameterizations describing a desired behavior. These applications
however may not be as flexible as robot behaviors learned using more low
dimensional features, like the information used in the state of DyRET for
this thesis (see table 4.1). Robot behavior learned using low dimensional
features does however need a large amount of data before learning a useful
policy. An alternative may be to learn in simulation and later adapt to the
real world attempting to overcome the reality gap.

To avoid this challenging step between simulation and the real world,
it may be possible to fully train the robot in a real-world environment. This
could be tractable for some robots, but for the robotic system of DyRET,
it may be very costly to do real-world experiments. Especially when the
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model has no prior knowledge and functions with few constraints and
learns from low dimensional data. It would also take a lot of time and
effort to collect 2 million time steps worth of experience in a real-world
environment. As mentioned earlier one run to sample 2 million time
steps took roughly about 11-13 hours to complete. Of these 11-13 hours,
about 5 hours and 30 minutes is real training time given that the robot is
instantly reset. With this in mind, it would be very time consuming for the
researcher, and it would be strenuous for the robotic system to complete
trials.

6.3.1 Realization of control policies learned in simulation

Are the policies learned by the various algorithms realizable? The
motivation to research all robots is eventually to realize it and use it in the
real world. It is therefore interesting to analyze the results obtained by the
experiments in this thesis and see how realistic they are.

Velocity. If someone were to be creative, a scenario could probably be
imagined where a quadrupedal robot would need to crawl. The velocity
task was however not designed because it is a useful behavior for DyRET
to possess. It is rather an attempt at designing a task that would be easy
for the algorithms to solve. Results from this task may show that a robot
meant to crawl could quickly learn an efficient policy. It is also expected
that a robot with fewer links would need even less training data to learn an
equally good policy as DyRET did for this control task.

Balance. The control task to balance can be a very useful behavior to
possess. Policies learned in this task are however not very good if used in
the real world. The best policies learned in simulation overcompensates for
balance and to keep the frame of DyRET leveled as this is part of the reward
signal. DyRET does learn to balance successfully, but when balancing all
legs are constantly vibrating. This constant vibrating would definitely be
strenuous for the robotic system and not feasible in a real-world setting.

Ending up with a policy which vibrates while trying to balance greatly
depends on both the reward signal and state. From the results on the
balance task (see figure 5.12) it can be observed that policies learned
ends up on a plateau in the form of rewards obtained. If the reward
signal were designed better, this should be ever increasing until it found
a policy which with as little effort as possible brought DyRET back to
balance when unstable. A control element subtracts the effort applied on
the servos from the reward signal in an attempt to discourage this exact
behavior (see equation 4.2). If the reward signal for this specific control
task were designed better and the reward signal would punish excessive
controls more severely, the policies learned may have been more stable. Not
using excessive controls would be more prioritized and the resulting policy
would probably refrain from overcompensating when trying to balance. A
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penalty for hard contacts may also alleviate the vibration caused by the
balancing legs as the robot receives incentives for having smooth contacts.

Upright forward velocity. The best policies generated for the upright
forward velocity control tasks successfully learns to generate forward
locomotion. Learned policies remotely remind of the locomotion of
quadrupedal animals when running, even though the policy is a very
clumsy version of this. It successfully learns to move forward while
staying above the height threshold specified, but it does so in a very
unstable fashion. The robot often falls over which would damage the
robot if the policy were to be run in a real-world environment. When
generating the forward locomotion, DyRET used its forelegs to stay stable
while generating most of the momentum with its hind legs. The policy is
also very bouncy, meaning that the forelegs endure some hard impacts.
This would probably not be very feasible in the real-world as DyRET’s
construction would probably be damaged.

For a more realistic policy, it could be possible to experiment with the
reward signal. The reward signal for the upright forward velocity control
task is currently maximizing forward speed as the only motivator (see
equation 4.3). This equation gives penalties both for hard contacts and
excessive motor control. Since this behavior is still observed it may indicate
that the scaling of these elements is wrong and that the model of DyRET
does not emphasize this enough during training. Another possibility to
generate a more realistic gait is if the reward signal were tuned to optimize
for a special speed. An incentive for a more realistic policy could also be to
maintain the center of mass as centered as possible to ensure stability.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Work

7.1 Conclusion

A contribution to the field which is intersected by robotics and reinforce-
ment learning was the main motivator behind this thesis. The work does
not directly touch on the topic of real-world robotics, but hopefully inspires
how a robotic application can function in the future. This thesis will also
hopefully influence some more RL research on the robot, and in the future
bring RL on DyRET out in a real-world environment.

An approach as to how to complete reinforcement learning on DyRET
was proposed in this thesis. This approach included how to perform learn-
ing using evolutionary algorithms, as well. The evolutionary algorithms
however, failed because of badly designed experiments, the approach is
still valid and successfully functions in the reinforcement learning environ-
ment. A reinforcement learning environment for controlling the robot DyRET
was designed in conjunction with this approach. Included in this designed
environment was communication with both the simulation environment
gazebo through ROS and also communication with algorithms to be tested.
All components of an RL environment had to be designed, like the state, a
reward signal for each respective control task, and an action vector. On com-
pletion of this designed environment, it was utilized to experiment how
well RL algorithms, were able to learn complex control tasks. In an effort
to create a basis of comparison between the algorithms, three tasks were
created to present three control tasks of different complexity. The various
algorithms were after this tested for performance on these designed con-
trol tasks. No conclusion was able to be made regarding the evolutionary
algorithms because of the mentioned poor experiment design. Some of the
reinforcement learning algorithms did however manage to learn policies
for various tasks. How realistic the various policies learned for the tasks
varied, but it successfully proves that DyRET can learn complex control
using the learning paradigm of reinforcement learning.
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7.2 Future work

Reinforcement learning in a real-world environment

It would be interesting to see more research in the domain of complex
control move into the real world robotics and RL. As mentioned earlier
in this thesis research has already started this transition, but this is mostly
either stationary robots [18, 30], or manually designed controllers which
are somewhat constrained. Some research also utilizes imitation learning
to more quickly learn complex control tasks [8, 27]. Domain randomization
has also been a technique for more smoothly transferring models from a
simulator into the real world [30].

It would be interesting to see some more work go into reinforcement
learning in the real world for as complex tasks such as the ones the
robot DyRET is faced with in this thesis. Either by designing a tractable
environment for DyRET to train in a real-world environment or by utilizing
techniques such as domain randomization and imitation learning. A smaller
robot with fewer links which would lead to both a smaller state space and
action space could prove tractable. This smaller robot may be able to learn
more quickly as well as being more suitable to be trained/tested in a real
environment. A smaller robot may also be able to perform training without
a large risk of being damaged.

Improved state representation and reward signal

The state which was manually designed in this implementation can
undoubtedly be improved. State in this implementation mainly consists
of logical data which was readily available to be obtained from the model
information provided by gazebo. To construct a better state one could do
a thorough search in previous research to determine how the state has
been represented before. It may also be valuable to see if there are any
parts of the state which is negligible and would result in a more efficient
representation. A more efficient representation may lead to faster learning
of the given problem.

Only a few iterations were completed to see if the robot was able to
learn with the reward signal that was constructed. Various algorithms can
be affected by the different scales of different elements in the reward signal,
as well as the scaling of the reward signal as a whole. The constants used
in the reward signals were also not thoroughly tested or validated in any
other way then that the model seemed to learn. Considering this, a more
extensive search into how the reward signal is constructed may present
valuable learning. Investigating this might present a better reward signal
and thus better performing policies for the respective tasks. Researching
reward signals to focus on generating realistic policies may also shed light
on this challenging intersection of reinforcement learning and real-world
robotics.
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A more thorough search of hyper parameters

The hyperparameters used for the algorithms that were utilized are mostly
taken from previous literature. This makes the implementation vulnerable
since failing algorithms can merely be a result of wrong hyperparameters.
Exploring this may be valuable if someone were to further research RL
and/or EA in conjunction with DyRET.
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